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From the editor
Inge Genee

It is summer 2017 and this is our fall 2015 issue. Yet again we must apologize to
our readers for the long wait, but we are confident that it was worth it. The current
issue contains two articles and a review.
Before introducing the contributions in more detail, I would like to
welcome our new managing editor Carey Viejou. Carey is a Masters student in the
Department of History at the University of Letbridge. She received somewhat of a
trial by fire with this first issue that she managed, since I was away from Lethbridge
for four months just as she was starting her new job, and her predecessor Madoka
Mizumoto had also left after finishing her degree, which meant that Carey had no
one to consult with in person. As you will see, both articles in this issue contain a
large number of illustrations. Including so many images poses an extra challenge
for everyone, but most of all for the managing editor, whose copy-editing and
page make-up job is considerably more complicated when illustrations are
included in an article. You will see that she did a beautiful job.
Jac Geurts’ contribution, The leopard does not change its spots: The
influence of Nijmegen on the political developments in Guelders since the Middle
Ages, discusses the role and self-image of the city of Nijmegen in the socio-cultural
context of the province of Gelre/Gelderland/Guelders since the late Middle Ages,
highlighting in particular the continuous tensions between the autonomous
ambitions of the city and the efforts of other actors to suppress this
independence. His article contains many useful maps and illustrations which bring
the subject to life in unique ways by showing how Nijmegen’s self-consciousness
was and is represented in art, artifacts and architecture.
Jochai Rosen, in his article The obscure D. Witting and the art of painting
in Amsterdam in the 1630s, draws our attention to a little known 17th century
painter whose work has not, to date, received much attention. He compares the
work of this artist, who is known as D. Witting, with that of a group around Pieter
Codde, by carefully pointing out similarities in style, composition and detail
between Witting’s work and that of members of the Codde group. For those of us
who are not art historians it is always very enlightening to have an expert draw
our attention to the details that matter in the often somewhat overwhelming
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paintings from that period, and I for one learned a lot about how to look at the
works discussed in this article.
Finally Hugo de Vries reviews an important book that is widely used all over
the world to introduce interested students and others to contemporary Dutch
culture and society: Discovering the Dutch. On Culture and society of the
Netherlands, edited by Emmeline Besamusca and Jaap Verheul.
We are, as always, grateful to the anonymous reviewers of the articles
published here, for their careful and detailed comments. Also as always, I would
like to thank Dr. Basil D. Kingstone for all French translations in this issue. This
issue was produced with in-kind support from the University of Lethbridge Journal
Incubator in the Lethbridge Centre for the Study of Scholarly Communication
(CSSC). The managing editor was Carey Viejou.
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De la rédaction
Inge Genee

C’est l’été 2017 et voici notre numéro de l’automne 2015. Encore une fois, il
nous faut demander pardon aux lecteurs pour le long retard. Cela dit, nous
sommes confiants qu’il en a valu la peine. Ce présent numéro contient deux
articles et une revue.
Avant d’introduire les contributions plus en détail, j’aimerais souhaiter la
bienvenue à notre nouvelle directrice de la rédaction, Carey Viejou. Carey est
une étudiante de Maîtrise au Département d’Histoire de l’Université de
Lethbridge. Ce premier numéro pour elle a été quelque peu un baptême de feu
car je m’étais absentée de Lethbridge pendant quatre mois, au moment où Carey
a commencé son nouveau travail. De plus, son prédécesseur, Madoka Mizumoto,
était aussi partie après avoir terminé ses études, ce qui voulait dire que Carey
n’avait personne à consulter de vive voix. Comme vous allez voir, les deux
articles de ce numéro comprennent une grande quantité d’illustrations. Inclure
un tel nombre d’images présente à tous un grand défi, particulièrement à la
directrice de la rédaction, puisque la révision et la mise en page deviennent
nettement plus compliquées quand des illustrations se trouvent dans un article.
Vous allez voir que Carey l’a bien fait.
Dans l’article de Jac Geurts, The leopard does not change its spots: The
influence of Nijmegen on the political developments in Guelders since the Middle
Ages, il s’agit du rôle et de l’image de soi de la ville de Nimègue dans le contexte
socio-culturel de la province de Gueldre dès la fin du Moyen-Âge. Geurts
surligne les tensions permanentes entre les aspirations autonomes de la ville et
les efforts d’autres de supprimer cette indépendance. L’article contient plusieurs
cartes et illustrations très utiles qui donnent vie au sujet d’une façon unique en
montrant les caractéristiques passées et présentes de la conscience de soi de
Nimègue dans l’art, dans des artefacts et dans l’architecture.
Jochai Rosen, dans son article, The obscure D. Witting and the art of
painting in Amsterdam in the 1630s, attire l’attention sur un peintre moins
connu du 17e siècle dont l’œuvre a été peu examinée jusqu’ici. Il compare les
œuvres de cet artiste, qui est connu sous le nom de D. Witting, et celles d’un
groupe autour de Pieter Codde en mettant l’accent sur les similarités de style, de
composition et de détail trouvées entre les œuvres de Witting et celles des
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membres du groupe de Codde. Pour ceux d’entre nous qui ne sont pas des
historiens de l’art, il est toujours très éclairant lorsqu’un expert indique des
détails importants des tableaux de cette époque, qui semblent souvent assez
écrasants. De mon côté, j’ai beaucoup appris à propos de la façon dont on
regarde les œuvres discutées dans cet article.
Finalement, nous avons une revue d’Hugo de Vries d’un livre important
qui s’utilise partout pour introduire la culture et la société néerlandaise
contemporaine aux élèves intéressés et aux autres : Discovering the Dutch. On
Culture and society of the Netherlands, dont les rédacteurs sont Emmeline
Besamusca et Jaap Verheul.
Comme toujours, nous tenons à exprimer notre reconnaissance au
comité de lecture anonyme pour leurs commentaires attentifs et détaillés sur les
articles publiés ici, et comme toujours, au docteur Basil D. Kingstone pour ses
traductions françaises. Nous aimerions aussi remercier Steven Gillis pour la
traduction de cet éditorial en français et Mahaliah Peddle pour nous avoir aidés
avec la mise en page et la relecture. Ce numéro a été produit avec le soutien
technique de l’University of Lethbridge Journal Incubator, du Lethbridge Centre
for the Study of Scholarly Communications (CSSC). La directrice de la rédaction
était Carey Viejou.
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Van de redactie
Inge Genee

Het is zomer 2017 en dit is het nummer voor najaar 2015. Wederom moeten we
ons verontschuldigen voor het lange wachten, maar we zijn ervan overtuigd dat
het het waard is. Het nummer dat voor u ligt bevat twee artikelen en een
boekbespreking.
Voordat ik de bijdragen in meer detail introduceer, wil ik eerst graag onze
nieuwe redactie-assistent Carey Viejou welkom heten. Carey is een Masters
student in de vakgroep Geschiedenis aan de Universiteit van Lethbridge. Ze moest
noodgedrongen een nogal vliegende start maken met haar eerste nummer, omdat
ik voor vier maanden in het buitenland was net toen ze de positie overnam, en
haar voorganger Madoka Mizumoto had ook Lethbridge verlaten na het behalen
van haar Masters, zodat Carey niemand had om persoonlijk mee te
communiceren. Zoals u zult zien bevatten beide artikelen in dit nummer een groot
aantal illustraties. Dit betekent extra werk en complicaties voor iedereen, maar
vooral voor de redactie-assistent, die verantwoordelijk is voor copy-editing en
pagina-opmaak. U zult zien dat Carey dit uitstekend heeft gedaan.
De bijdrage van Jac Geurts, onder de titel The leopard does not change its
spots: The influence of Nijmegen on the political developments in Guelders since
the Middle Ages, behandelt de rol en het zelfbeeld van de stad Nijmegen tegen de
achtergrond van de socio-culturele ontwikkelingen in de provincie Gelre/
Gelderland vanaf de late Middeleeuwen. Het artikel legt vooral de nadruk op de
voortdurende spanningen tussen de autonome ambities van de stad en de
pogingen van andere partijen om haar een toontje lager te laten zingen. Dit artikel
bevat vele nuttige kaarten en illustraties die het onderwerp op een unieke manier
tot leven brengen door te laten zien hoe het zelfbewustzijn van Nijmegen werd en
wordt gerepresenteerd in kunst, voorwerpen en architectuur.
Jochai Rosen’s artikel The obscure D. Witting and the art of painting in
Amsterdam in the 1630s vestigt onze aandacht op een weinig bekende
zeventiende-eeuwse schilder, die tot nu toe niet veel aandacht heeft gekregen.
Hij vergelijkt het werk van deze D. Witting, zoals hij bekend staat, met dat van een
groep rond Pieter Codde, door te laten zien dat er beangrijke overeenstemmingen
zijn wat betreft stijl, compositie, en details tussen het werk van Witting en dat van
leden van de Codde-groep. Voor degenen onder ons die geen kunsthistorici zijn is
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het altijd zeer verhelderend om een expert te hebben die onze aandacht kan
vestigen op de details die ertoe doen in de vaak nogal overweldigende schilderijen
uit die periode, en de leek kan er veel van leren over hoe naar een schilderij te
kijken.
Ten slotte bespreekt Hugo de Vries een belangrijk boek dat door vele
studenten en andere geïnteresseerden over de hele wereld gebruikt wordt om
een eerste inzicht te krijgen in de hedendaagse Nederlandse cultuur en
samenleving: Discovering the Dutch. On Culture and society of the Netherlands,
onder redactie van Emmeline Besamusca en Jaap Verheul.
We danken, als altijd, de anonieme reviewers van de artikelen in dit
nummer voor hun zorgvuldige en gedetaileerde commentaren. Ook bedanken we
Dr. Basil Kingstone voor alle Franse vertalingen in dit nummer. Dit nummer is tot
stand gekomen met steun van de University of Lethbridge Journal Incubator van
het Lethbridge Centre for the Study of Scholarly Communications (CSSC). De
redactie-assistent was Carey Viejou.
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The leopard does not change its spots:
The influence of Nijmegen on the political developments in
Guelders since the Middle Ages
Jac Geurts

Ever since the late Middle Ages, rulers have attempted to centralize the
region of Guelders. In comparison with other parts of the Netherlands this
has always been less than successful. Even in our time inhabitants of
Guelders hardly seem to feel a connection to their own province. The
identity of regions, cities and towns is stronger than that of the province as
a whole. The cause of this must largely be sought in the large number of
internal and external borders that have crisscrossed Guelders since Roman
times. Always there was the ‘other’, whose characteristics were not shared.
Local and regional identity continuously impeded the emergence of a
national ‘state’. Nijmegen played a crucial role in this battle against
centralization. This contribution describes how the most powerful city in
the region defended its independence on the basis of a largely fictional past.
Caesar himself allegedly founded the city, and subsequently a Roman and
later on a German emperor supposedly declared Nijmegen to be a ‘free and
independent’ city. Myths, historical narratives, public festivals and all sorts
of artistic expressions, but especially the mighty Valkhof castle, were used
to emphasize Nijmegen’s uniqueness and individuality. For many centuries
it has treasured its independence above all else. Even nowadays Nijmegen
prefers to focus on its own identity rather than to collaborate toward the
unity of the province. In this respect, nothing has changed.

Key terms: Guelders; Nijmegen; centralization; particularism; nation building and
identity.
Introduction
Many books and articles have been written on nationalism, nation states, state
formation and state identities. Until recently it was commonly believed that
nation states across Europe were a construction of the 19th century, in which the
process of nationalism was stimulated through myths and historical narratives
Can. J. of Netherlandic Studies/Rev. can. d’études néerlandaises 36.2 (2015): 1-49
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from the past. A national history was invented to form and mold the identity and
sense of belonging of the citizens. In recent years, however, these ideas have been
gradually undermined by, among others, some Dutch and Belgian historians (Stein
2010a, b; Jensen 2016). Important in this discussion is the question whether only
modern states were able to form a national identity to strengthen or legitimize
their position, or whether the very loose state relations in medieval and early
modern times also have led to a sense of belonging, a collective identity that
influenced or even created a kind of nation state avant la lettre. Nowadays a
dichotomy has arisen between ‘modernists’, who regard the nation as an essential
modern political phenomenon, and ‘traditionalists’, who believe that nations
began to take shape long before the advent of modernity. The latter ones
especially investigate the cultural continuities between pre-modern and modern
nations. They explore not only the build-up of institutions in the pre-modern
period, but also the development of collective identities through cultural habits,
political ideas, literary symbols, shared religions and (mythical) narratives, in order
to find out how they were reinvented, revitalized and adapted in the context of
the 19th-century nationalist movements.1 They try to understand the rise of states
and nations from a broader historical perspective with much attention to common
traditions, shared memories and popular symbols of ‘ethnies’. The ‘modernists’
on the other hand are more involved in deterministic political processes and grand
schemes while the historical practice is much more obstinate, unpredictable and
contingent (Jensen 2016, 3-5). This contradistinction has led to a revision of the
earlier idea of the development of nation states. According to the ‘traditionalists’
a kind of a national identity, or rather a proto-identity, could already be seen in
the Low Countries in medieval and early modern times. Although the regions and
provinces were largely autonomous, centralist tendencies on the level of state
politics were abundantly present. So cultural symbols and historical narratives
contributed to a sense of a common national identity (Stein 2010a, b; Jensen
2016).
Robert Stein is in these days one of the first historians in the Low Countries
who wondered whether ‘modern national cultures’ had existed in the Middle
Ages. In his inaugural address Hugo de Schepper showed that in the sea provinces
already in the 16th and 17th century a feeling of a common identity existed (De
Schepper 1987). Other well-known names are Wim Blockmans (1988; 2010), Arent
Noorzij (2004; 2009; 2010a; 2010b; 2013) and Peter Hoppenbrouwers (2010).
Later a group around Robert Stein and Judith Pollmann (Leiden) investigated the
1

Some historians have expanded the temporal and geographic scope even further to times in which
Europe was divided into tribes and very early territories (Jensen 2016). Keep in mind that a
collective identity is a construction, a shared feeling, a self-image partly determined by the ‘other’
(Verhoeven 2015).
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formation of collective identities between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries;
recently followed by a research group from Nijmegen led by Lotte Jensen (Stein &
Pollmann 2010; Duke 2009; Jensen 2016).
However, in Belgium and the Netherlands this kind of research is heavily
focused on Brabant, Flanders, Hainaut and Holland. In this article I hope to show,
that, based on a variety of shared images, ideas, myths,2 symbols and historical
narratives, also in Guelders a type of national co-operation in medieval times
arose, that had great influence on its political development. Since the 13th century
dukes, nobles and cities competed, but also worked together for control over the
national politics. But did this co-operation of rulers, noblemen and towns create,
already in early modern times, a feeling of a nation or state?3 Can it be compared
to the developments in modern times? Due to the limited research on the overall
history of Guelders, the focus of my narrative will be concentrated on the most
important and most widely studied city of the duchy in those days: Nijmegen,
although the knowledge of the other towns and regions (quarters) will be used as
much as possible (Geurts 2005; Kuys 2005a, b).
The Low Countries in the late Middle Ages
In the 14th and 15th centuries the Burgundian rulers had acquired all independent
states of the territory of the Low Countries, except, notably, the duchy of Guelders
(see Map 1). The rulers’ intention to form a powerful central authority, however,
turned out to be very difficult because their hands were tied by the many
privileges and rights which the inhabitants had gained in earlier times (Boulton
2006; Blockmans & Prevenier 1999). Although the medieval Low Countries are not
usually associated with nobility, historical research has proven that nobility and
chivalry and played an important role in state formation during the central Middle
Ages until the cities outflanked them in the 14th and 15th centuries (Denessen
2013; Van Steensel 2014).4 In the end urban defiance became the Achilles heel of
princely authority. The cities cherished their rights and privileges and succeeded
in playing an important role in the governance of the land (Arnade 2010; Bavel
2010). During the reign of Charles V (1515-1555), however, the situation would
change. As Lord of the Low Countries (1515), King of Spain (1516) and Emperor of
the Holy Roman Empire (1519), he had obtained much more power than his

2

Myths are not deliberately fictional. They do give an imaginative reworking of the past to guide
contemporary moral and political conduct (Cruz & Frijhoff 2009).
3
Noordzij (2009, 327) rejects the word ‘nation’, because it is often exclusively associated with
modern nationalism. He prefers the term ‘political identitity’.
4
Noordzij (2009, 165-170) refers to this group of aristocrats as ‘knights’; I prefer the word ‘nobles’
or ‘noblemen’.
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predecessors. The question was now how long Guelders could remain an
independent country.

Map 1. The independent duchy of Guelders about 1350 in the context of the Burgundian and
Habsburg Netherlands. Source: Wikipedia.

Because the ‘Spanish Empire’ of Charles V encircled France on three sides (see
Map 2) conflicts between emperor and king led to several major wars. Needless
to say that in this long struggle an alliance between France and the still
independent duchy of Guelders was self-evident. For more than seventy years
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France supported this territorial power, that through the control of the great
rivers, played an important political and economic role in the Northern part of the
Low Countries (Blockmans 2010, 503-508; Jahn 2005; Janssen 2005). Yet, in 1543,
after many unsuccessful attempts, Charles V managed to conquer and incorporate
Guelders as the seventeenth province of the Habsburg Netherlands. By the Treaty
of Venlo in the same year the duchy lost its independence. The submission
accomplished the ambition of the Burgundian predecessors who had wanted to
unify all the provinces of the Netherlands, a project for which they all had waged
war since 1473 (Boulton 2006; Van der Coelen 2003).

Map 2. France encircled by the Empire of Charles V: the Burgundian Netherlands, the Holy Roman
(German) Empire and the ‘Spanish’ countries, ca. 1550. Source: horl.yolasite.com.

But how did the inhabitants of Guelders react to the centralization politics of the
Habsburgers? Did they accept the infringement on their liberties and the right to
self-determination? Did the annexation pass as quietly as had been the case with
Brabant or Holland a century earlier? To answer these questions, I will look into
the feelings of liberty, independence and state formation in Guelders through
historic narratives, myths, chronicles, songs and public spectacles such as Joyous
Can. J. of Netherlandic Studies/Rev. can. d’études néerlandaises 36.2 (2015): 1-49
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Entries (Blijde Inkomsten), which enabled rulers as well as urban elites to reach
the inhabitants of the duchy. After all, cohesion was important for the regional
and national identity, but rulers were not only seen as a symbol of unity, but also
as an enemy who could destroy local liberties.
The content of the Treaty of Venlo (1543) between nobles and towns on
the one hand and the new duke, emperor Charles V, on the other, seemed very
conciliatory. All liberties and privileges of the duchy were recognized: no taxation
could be imposed without the consent of the inhabitants; the civil servants should
be acquainted with the regional vernacular and be subjects of the duchy and even
the highest officials should at least be familiar with the law of the country.
Moreover, the ius de-non-evocando was explicitly emphasized, which meant that
the inhabitants could not be summoned before a foreign court and could not be
convicted according to foreign laws and customs (Eisenhardt 1977, 301-345;
Venner 1995). In the Treaty of 1543 the old constitutional status of the residents
seemed to be guaranteed and their participation in matters of the land
recognized. It is therefore not surprising that towns and nobles ratified the Treaty
within three months, a spectacular record. The emperor, however, was in no
hurry, and did not ratify until April 1544, and only after having been explicitly
asked to do so more than once (Keverling Buisman 1993). Although the emperor
had given in to almost all demands, the inhabitants did not trust their new lord.
They feared a setup and very soon it was clear that the annexation had changed
the situation. The duchy had not only lost its position as an independent state, but
also had become part of the largest empire of Europe. Moreover, the new
sovereign had conquered the territory, meaning that he was not inaugurated with
the consent of the inhabitants, in contrast to the years 1318, 1371, 1423, 1492
and 1538, when the inhabitants more or less had appointed the new ruler (Böck
2013). Guelders now feared that the emperor would undermine the traditions and
privileges of the land, and it was right. Soon problems arose about the
appointment of civil servants, the administration of justice, taxes, the persecution
of heresy and the control over the finances. The people of Guelders may initially
have been happy with the Treaty, they soon discovered that Charles V had an
interpretation of his own. In order to understand the rising tensions between
emperor and duchy I will first describe the political and cultural cohesion in
Guelders at the time of the annexation in 1543 (Meij 1975, 13-40; Kuys 1999;
2005a, 273-285; 2005b, 489-494).
The duchy of Guelders in the late Middle Ages
In comparison with the other provinces of the Netherlands, Guelders was in the
16th century still a medieval territory with a highly decentralized political structure.
Traditionally the duchy was a country of borders which ran across the land: rivers,
Can. J. of Netherlandic Studies/Rev. can. d’études néerlandaises 36.2 (2015): 1-49
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languages, marches, quarters, seigniories, civil districts, castles and estates.
Guelders was a patchwork of boundaries, which led to many conflicts. The
animosity between Nijmegen and Arnhem already existed in the Middle Ages, but
the conflicts, among others, between Deventer and Zutphen, Groenlo and
Lichtenvoorde and Venlo and Arnhem have a long history too. Often these cities
had much in common, but they considered the rest of the country as the 'other'
(Verhoeven 2016, 310-325; Alberts 1978; Van Schaïk 2001).
From the start the duchy was a regionalized territory divided in four
quarters with a considerable autonomy. Each region had an Assembly of its own,
in which cities and nobility, consisting of bannerheren en ridderschap (‘bannerets
and chivalry’) had their own rights, leading to conflicts between the quarters, but
also between cities within each region. After the quarter of Roermond (Upper
Quarter) was conquered by the Spaniards in the 16th century the three remaining
parts – Zutphen, Arnhem and Nijmegen – (see Map 3) had to work together, which
was not easy due to the everlasting political and commercial conflicts (Denessen
2013). In contrast to e.g. Holland with one assembly for the whole province the
central representative in Guelders – the Landdag – was actually a combined
assembly of the four, later three quarter assemblies, usually meeting alternately
in one of the capitals (Kuys 2005a, 247-263; Geurts 2006, 72-93). The regionalization of Guelders continued to exist until 1796 causing constant tensions between
quarters and cities, in wich the power politics of Nijmegen often played an decisive
role. Trade conflicts often led to almost open war, in which inhabitants from other
towns were taken hostage or even put in prison. For example the staple right of
Venlo led to endless conflicts and lawsuits with the other merchant towns at the
Meuse river; in 1478 Nijmegen blocked the Rhine river in order to force Arnhem
to choose its side against the duke and the position of the same city as center of
government was always contested by Nijmegen; Lochem and Zutphen had a major
conflict in 1643-1644 because of a sluice in the Berkel river; in 1655 Nijmegen
demanded control of the taxation in Zaltbommel; and the same city was despised
by the other towns because of her support for the Orange family during a civil war
(Patriottentijd) in 1780-1784; Meij 1975, 48-52; Van Schaïk 2001; Poelhekke 1975,
156-158; Geurts 2005, 568-577).
Due to the many internal conflicts the sovereign of Guelders could time
and again play an important role in politics, but he always had to take into account
that in 1418 nobility, capitals and small cities had arbitrarily agreed that no duke
could reign over Guelders without the recognition of the majority of the
inhabitants, who at the same occasion had stated that they would guarantee each
other’s rights and privileges for the future. On the other hand, we must not forget
that in times of crises and war all quarters and cities worked together with the
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duke to protect the independence of the land (Alberts 1978, 22-33; Meij 1975;
Poelhekke 1975).

Map 3. The four Quarters of the Duchy of Guelders in 1543. Source: Hantsche 2003, 38-39.

Through the privilege to impose tax the capitals of each quarter acquired an
increasing influence on the politics of the land. Shortage of money forced the
dukes time and again to confirm all kind of rights and privileges in exchange for
loyalty and cash (Van de Pas 2004; Van Schaïk 1993; Bosch 2015; Nissen & Bruggen
2014, 61-140). Sometimes the capitals were so autonomous that they could make
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agreements with foreign powers independently. For towns and nobles the
autonomy of their own region came first. Although the Estates of Gelre, the socalled Landdag, had legislative power, the quarter Assemblies were the real
sovereigns. Every attempt to centralize the duchy was defeated by the rigidity of
local and regional political structures. On the other hand this internal particularism
did not compromise the territorial cohesion of the territory. The elite realized that
only by working together the governance and independence of the duchy could
be preserved. A collective awareness of local and national interests sparked the
cooperation of noblemen and towns. From the 14th century onwards, they had
formed, separately from the duke and his council, territorial consultation
structures to protect their individual rights. To uphold the urban and regional
identity, they devoted themselves to maintaining the integrity and unity of the
territory. All kinds of symbols, historical narratives and myths were at the same
time used for both country and cities. Towns and noblemen considered
themselves as representatives of the duchy, even seeing themselves as the real
power behind the political community: they co-owned the territory. State
formation went hand-in-hand with the development of urban identities.
Outwardly the duchy acted as a political identity, but it was a unity in diversity
(Noordzij 2004, 2005, 2009, 2010b; Böck 2013; Meij 1975, 13-132).
Since medieval times almost all the dukes were constantly embroiled in a
struggle for power and legitimacy. First it was a struggle within the ruling dynasty,
but later on conflicts arose between various dynasties and foreign influences began
to play an important role in the politics of Guelders. It started in 1371 when the
duchy had no legitimate successor and two pretenders claimed the throne for
themselves. Lavishly they sprinkled rights and privileges to persuade cities to
choose their side. For the first time the towns could interfere with the succession.
This did not mean that all stood on the same side. In the Upper Quarter the
relations between Venlo and capital Roermond were so bad that Venlo regularly
sent additional city representatives to the Landdag to be sure that nothing
contrary the town’s interests was decided. (Geurts 2006, 83). In the Nijmegen
quarter the cities Tiel and Zaltbommel often opposed the powerful capital, but
mostly Nijmegen got its way. Eventually a network consisting of noblemen and
twenty-two cities under the leadership of Nijmegen developed in the duchy.
Together they managed to increase their influence on national politics. In 1418
cities and nobles again could nominate the new duke, as happened later on in the
years 1423, 1471, 1492 and 1538. The new duke was only inaugurated after he
had confirmed the rights and privileges of the subjects. Together they would
defend the territorial independence and sovereignty, but at the same time the
participation of the inhabitants in matters of the land continued to exist. The
influence of the cities even went so far that abbreviations of their names appeared
Can. J. of Netherlandic Studies/Rev. can. d’études néerlandaises 36.2 (2015): 1-49
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on several coins of Guelders (Blockmans 2010, 362-370; Noordzij 2009, 2013;
Nüsse 1958) (see Illustration 1).

Illustration 1. This 14th century coin is an example of the cooperation between cities and duke: on
one side the seal of the duke, on the other side not – as elsewhere – a heroic victory of the ruler,
but the abbrevations of the initial letters of the four quarter capitals: N(ijmegen), R(oermond),
S(utphen) and A(rnhem). Source: Geldmuseum, Utrecht.

Yet, despite all agreements, the centralist politics of the dukes often led to
confrontations with the subjects. In 1473, the duke of Burgundy, Charles the Bold,
used this infighting to his advantage and conquered the duchy of Guelders by
force; only Nijmegen offered significant resistance. After his unexpected death
four years later, towns and nobles, again led by Nijmegen, chose the son of the
last duke – Karel of Egmond – as heir. Emperor Maximilian I, however, married to
Charles the Bold’s daughter and convinced that he was the successor in Guelders,
did not accept this ‘revolt’, and defeated a provincial army, killing 400 Nijmegen
citizens. For more than a decade the duchy was occupied by a foreign power.
Finally in 1492 Karel van Egmond was inaugurated as duke of Guelders, but under
strict conditions. Whenever he tried to strengthen the central government, the
towns revolted (Geurts 2006, 81-112; Arnade 2008, 12-49).
Originally Guelders had followed a neutral policy between east (the Holy
Roman Empire) and west (the Burgundian Low Countries), but in the long run it
became clear that the aggression of Burgundy and Habsburg meant annexation,
centralization and the loss of privileges, whereas the weak Empire stood for
freedom and independence (Finger 2009, 79-96). That is why the inhabitants of
Guelders resisted the integration into the Netherlands, unlike Flanders, Brabant,
and Holland, which had, despite several rebellions, endorsed or even embraced
the inclusion in Burgundy. According to medieval discourses and chronicles the
dynasty of Guelders was of imperial descent and the duchy itself an imperial fief
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(Noordzij 2009, 293-326; 2004). Bloodlines and character were German.5 The
duchy shared the antiquity and dignity of the empire and the civility and purity of
the German people. In short the German identity was translated into the local and
regional context. More and more the inhabitants feared the Burgundians’/
Habsburgers’ plans to alienate Guelders from the Empire, and this formed the
basis for the stubborn resistance against integration into the Netherlands (Geurts
2006, 81-112; Noordzij 2004, 2010a, b). The tensions resulted in a series of
conflicts between Charles V and duke Karel van Egmond – the so-called Gelderse
oorlogen (‘Guelders Wars’) – that ended in 1543 with the Habsburg victory (see
Illustration 2).

Illustration 2. The two antagonists: (Left) Emperor Charles V (1519) by Barend van Orley. Source:
Wikipedia. (Right) Karel van Egmond, duke of Guelders by Barthel Bruyn (1518). Source:
Gemeentemuseum Arnhem, inv.nr. 2882.

It was not a full-fledged war with large battles, but small hit and run raids and
ambushes. Hostilities and incidents were not limited to the region Guelders
5

The developments in Guelders can be compared with those of the German Empire. Through the
lack of a dynastic continuity no central government with a residential capital had developed making
the regional consciousness stronger than the national. In both countries existed a ‘constitutional
dualism’: a state on two levels, that of the whole country, and, that of the principalities/quarters
and towns (Moraw 1989, 636-662).
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however, culminating in the sacking of The Hague in 1528 and the failed siege of
Antwerp in 1542, both under the command of field marshal Maarten van Rossum.
For years Guelders was very successful and at one point the duke controlled the
entire east of the Low Countries: Utrecht, Overijssel, Drente, Groningen and Frisia
(Struik 1960; Alma 1988).
It is understandable that French support in this struggle was more than
welcome and the king of France became the main ally, but French soldiers on
Guelders soil were treated with great suspicion. When Karel planned to make the
king of France his successor, because he himself had no children, the people
revolted. They “would rather become Turkish than to accept an agreement with
the devil” (Rogier 1971, 76). In the eyes of the inhabitants there was no difference
between France or Habsburg. During all the protests against the policy of the
duke, Nijmegen played a leading role. Mayor and many times city councilor Jacob
Kanis, father of the well-known renaissance humanist Petrus Canisius, became the
main defender of national and city rights. Many times duke Karel threatened ‘to
chop off his head’, but the matter was always settled in a friendly way. Instigated
by Kanis the Landdag chose in 1538 William, duke of Cleves, as heir of childless
Karel, chiefly because only together with Cleves, at that moment united in a
personal union with the duchies Jülich, Berg and Mark, the imperial pretensions
of the Habsburgers could be resisted (see Map 4).
Although the inhabitants of the newly formed state had much in common,
the territorial autonomy of the duchy came first for the inhabitants of Guelders.
During the inauguration of William of Cleves as the new duke, slogans for an
independent Guelders could be heard everywhere (Janssen 1993; Noordzij
2010a). Very soon, however, Jacob Kanis noticed that the new duke – a weakling
– could not resist Charles V, who wanted a strong unified state north of archenemy France. After the bloody conquest of the town of Düren, Kanis finally
pleaded for submission to the emperor, in the long run the only way to ensure the
political stability so necessary for trade and industry. When the duke of Cleves
capitulated, after the conquest of Venlo in 1543, the Landdag indeed choose
Charles V as its new duke (see Illustration 3).
In the same year Kanis was the first to ratify the Treaty of Venlo, which
transferred Guelders to the Habsburg Netherlands. In fact, his signature ended
what he had defended for so long: Guelders’ and Nijmegen’s independence
(Geurts 2011a, 39-58). Although urban sieges made the Habsburgers master of
Guelders, the memories of blood and violence invoked a community ideal that
again and again provoked resistance and a political identity of its own to maintain
the local and regional autonomy (Arnade 2010, 199-208).
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Map 4. The combined state of Guelders and Cleves (1538-1543). Source: Hantsche 2003, 36-37.

Nijmegen, a proud city
It is obvious that Nijmegen by its central position in the river area was the most
important town of the duchy for centuries. The city became the champion of
Guelders’ nationalism and not only its quarter, but the whole territory could count
on her protection. Nijmegen became a center in a historical and mythological
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discourse on urban6 and national autonomy that legitimized the independence of
city and duchy (Bavel 2010, passim; Geurts 2011a, 39-58; Kuys 2005b, 227-284;
Noordzij 2009).

Illustration 3. Dirck Volkertsz. Coornhert: The capitulation of Willem van Kleef to Emperor
Charles V at Venlo (1543). Source: Amsterdam, Rijksprentenkabinet Rijksmuseum.

History started in about 20 BC with a Roman army camp on a high location overlooking the Waal river. The soldiers were soon followed by tradesmen and the
community rapidly developed into a settlement of some 5,000 inhabitants. For
similar strategic reasons, subsequent rulers chose Nijmegen as a stronghold and a
6

Keep in mind that urban identity was and is a social construction of image and self-image of a city
(Frijhoff 1994, 29-56). On flexibility and adaptability in the use of urban identity, see Dormans et al
(2003).
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place of residence. Around 800 AC Charlemagne built a palace on the same site of
the Roman camp. After the royal palace was set on fire in 1047 the German
emperor Frederick Barbarossa built a fortress on the same spot at the end of the
12th century, using the remaining building material to make his imperial ambitions
clear (Mekking 1966; Thissen 2014; Kuys 2014). This is the castle we know so well
from many paintings and illustrations: het Valkhof, ‘the Falcon castle’ (see
Illustration 4).
In its heyday, this mighty Valkhof castle with its massive tower reminded
the residents every day of their past. Stories and myths of Roman, Carolingian and
German emperors ‘proved’ that Nijmegen was the oldest and most important
town of the duchy. The castle was the core of the pride and self-assurance of the
inhabitants. However, in the following centuries Nijmegen behaved so conceited
that the inhabitants of the other towns of Guelders felt themselves to be relegated
into the role of second-class citizens, which eventually would lead to a great
aversion to this self-proclaimed capital of the duchy. So it is logical that at the end
of the 18th century the other cities decided to demolish this stronghold. All that
remains now to remind us of this impressive complex are the chapels of St. Nicolas
and St. Martin (the Barbarossa Ruin) (Peterse 2014; Geurts 2014).

Illustration 4. Jan van Goyen: View on Nijmegen (1641). The most famous painting of the Valkhof
castle. Source: Museum Het Valkhof, Nijmegen.

Batavian ancestry
Due to the lack of a political and cultural unity, a written historiographical tradition
of Guelders appeared comparatively late, namely in response to the Burgundian
and Habsburg occupations (1473-1477 and 1481-1492), when the independence
of the duchy was in danger. Stimulated by the dukes who tried to create a
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‘national’ identity chroniclers reacted to a number of negative stereotypes about
the inhabitants (lumpish, barbaric, belligerent, and rebellious), that had come into
existence throughout the rest of the Low Countries during the many wars the
duchy fought to maintain its independence. Some historians used these negative
stereotypes to create a positive image of their compatriots: they described the
people of Guelders as natural, brave freedom fighters (Van ’t Hooft 1948; Noordzij
2004, 2010a). Crucial to the belief in independence was the discovery of Tacitus’
book Germania around 1450. In this story the Batavians, auxiliary forces of Rome,
living in and around Nijmegen under their leader Julius Civilis (often mistakenly
referred to as Claudius Civilis), revolted against the Romans in 69 AC and
conquered a large part of the Lower Rhine territory. A Roman counter-attack was
inevitable and the conflict ended with the capture and destruction of this
Oppidum Batavorum (‘City of Batavians’). The inhabitants had to rebuild the town
two kilometers upstream, where it could not be defended. This new settlement
was named Noviomagus, a name that eventually would become Nijmegen.
However, after the defeat the Batavians acknowledged the supremacy of Rome
again and the cooperation between the two opponents was restored. This was
very fortunate for Nijmegen, because the city now could use Romans ánd
Batavians to paint a picture of a glorious past. The renewed alliance was therefore
constantly emphasized in chronicles and historical paintings (Van der Coelen 2004,
144-196; Langereis 2004; Tilmans 1988) (see Illustration 5.)
Because the uprising had showed heroic resistance against cruel tyranny,
the Batavians were immediately seen as ancestors of the inhabitants of Nijmegen
and, later on, of Guelders. This first example of a struggle for freedom made a
historical continuity between the Roman/Batavian period and contemporary
times possible; a propaganda tool for local, regional and national independence.
Even the famous artist Rembrandt van Rijn chose the most persistent myth in
Dutch history to paint the Conspiracy of Claudius Civilis for the newly built Town
Hall in Amsterdam (Blanc 2009, 237-254) (see Illustration 6).
William van Berchen (1415/1420-ca. 1481), born in Nijmegen and a fierce
opponent of the Burgundian occupations, was not only the first chronicler of the
history of Nijmegen and later on Guelders, but also the first to trace the
independence of his native town to the Batavians. Nijmegen was Tacit’s famous
island of the Batavians. Gerard Geldenhouwer (1482-1542), also an inhabitant of
the city at the Waal river, furthermore emphasized the fact that the Roman
Emperor Trajan (98-117) had granted ’Noviomagus’ a free city charter, whereby
the inhabitants gained Roman civil rights (Lemmens 2005, 200-225; Tilmans 1988,
55-67; Begheyn 1971). Other historians used this continuity with ancient times for
a translatio imperii; a transfer of power from one nation (the Roman Empire) to
another (the duchy of Guelders). In this way they tried to visualize the abstract
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image of Guelders through coins, maps, coat of arms, books and historical
narratives, lest the inhabitants might identify themselves with duke and duchy and
would become a political community. Traditions and symbols that had become
customary in the 14th and 15th centuries were assigned a much older origin.
History has to prove the continuity of government institutions and dynasty (Bailly
2013).

Illustration 5. Nicolaes van Helt Stockade: The bond between Romans and Batavians (1669). The
personifications of ‘Roma’ (left) and ‘Batavia’ (right, leaning on a shield with the lion of Guelders),
make peace after the revolt of Julius Civilis. In the background the Castel Sant’Angelo
(Engelenburcht), originally a mausoleum for emperor Trajan, who granted Nijmegen Roman city
rights, and the Valkhof castle. The figures symbolize the Roman and Batavian roots of Nijmegen.
Source: Museum Het Valkhof, Nijmegen.
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Illustration 6. Rembrandt van Rijn: The conspiracy of Claudius Civilis, (1661/1662). Source:
Nationalmuseum Stockholm.

The Batavian myth underlined the privileges of Nijmegen – and the territory – with
as most important conclusion that the dukes were appointed by the people as
guardians (custodians) and as such had to protect the public interest and local
privileges (Smetius 1999; Haalebos 2000; Noordzij 2004). Other chroniclers
reinforced these ideas of self-reliance, claiming that Guelders always had
belonged to the Holy Roman (German) Empire.7 The Empire meant freedom and
autonomy. The rulers of Guelders were princes of Allemania, loyal to and part of
the council of the Emperor. The inhabitants were convinced of the legality of the
ancient rights of country and towns. Even the mighty new lord, Charles V, did not
have the right to interfere, not in Guelders, nor in Nijmegen.
Free Imperial city
The glory of Nijmegen was further reinforced by the discovery of a plaque in the
St. Nicholas chapel, built around 1030 on the remains of the royal palace of
emperor Charlemagne. The plate, dated 1155, stated that Julius Caesar himself
was the founder of the city. Even though the inhabitants were familiar with the
7

The Holy Roman Empire (not to be confused with the Roman Empire) was a multi-ethnic complex
of territories in central Europe that started when Otto I of East Francia became Holy Roman
Emperor in 962 and continued until its dissolution in 1806.
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Roman past, a foundation by Caesar had hitherto been unknown. Probably it was
a misinterpretation of a memorial text on a Roman tombstone, which mentioned
the name Julius twice. Needless to say that the inhabitants of Nijmegen believed
this story was true which increased their self-assurance greatly (Kokke 1955; Kuys
2005b, 227-247) (see Illustration 7).
Finally, in 1230 emperor Frederick II of the House of the Hohenstaufen
proclaimed Nijmegen a (German) Imperial City: the only town in the northern Low
Countries with a great degree of autonomy and its own jurisdiction. Nijmegen now
regarded itself as a free imperial city, and recognized no power except the
emperor, which it showed, among other things, through the city seals. For
example, the first great seal showed a wall, two towers and a gatehouse with the
bust of an enthroned (German) emperor (Willemsen 1982, 95-98). From now on
Nijmegen claimed also the right of direct appeal to the Imperial Chancery, the
Reichskammergericht, which was seen as symbol and proof of the autonomy of
the city within the Empire.
Unfortunately, lack of money forced the next emperor to pawn Nijmegen
to the duke of Guelders in 1247. Because the loan was never repaid, the
inhabitants actually lost their imperial city rights and Nijmegen became in fact an
ordinary town of Gelderland and has been part of the duchy ever since. Although
the imperial aura had expired, Nijmegen and its historians systematically obscured
this development. Time and again, they emphasized not only the Roman foundation and Batavian heritage, but also the intimate bond with the German Empire
with the Valkhof castle as most impressive evidence (Van der Sande 2005; Kuys
2005b; Geurts 2011a, 41-50).
The city continued to use the title of Free Imperial City in the next
centuries, which was visualized, among other things, by the city coat of arms. The
double-headed eagle of the Hohenstaufen and the imperial crown on top
manifested that Nijmegen was a imperial city, whereas the lion of Guelders on a
blue breast plate of the eagle referred to the fact that Nijmegen as long as the
loan of 1247 was not paid back, only for the time being was a city of Guelders.
Nijmegen only needed to repay the loan (Kurstjens 2016, 27-46; Geurts 2014, 151174) (see Illustration 9). It is not surprising that the many stories and myths about
the classical origin and imperial character of the town reinforced the pride and
even arrogance and haughtiness of the inhabitants.
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Illustration 7. Woodcut in Die Jeeste van Julius Caesar (ca. 1487), 124. The double-headed eagle
on the breastplate of Caesar refers tot he influence of the Hohenstaufen emperors of the Holy
Roman Empire in later centuries. Source: NCRD, Nationaal Gevangenismuseum, 100861911.
Geheugenvannederland.nl.

As mentioned above, the main symbol of the collective memory was the very
visible Valkhof castle. But this was also a problem since it was located within the
city walls and the owner of the castle – the duke – could easily turn against the
town, which happened frequently. This is why Nijmegen did everything in its
power to become independent militarily. In the thirties and forties of the 16th
century for example, the town restored its fortifications. To underscore the
independent position, many gates were decorated with a plaque bearing the coat
of arms of Nijmegen: the imperial double-headed eagle as proof of an old
(German) imperial city (Molenpoort 1533, Windmolenpoort 1540). The
Hezelpoort, the most important gate, was in the same decades reinforced with a
rectangular double tower flanked by two round bulwarks and connected to an
inner gate by a bridge over the moat (Brinkhoff & Lemmens 1966, 91-92).
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Illustration 8. Palamedes Palamedsz: The Emperor pledges Nijmegen to count Otto II of Guelders
in 1247 (1665). In the background the Valkhof castle. Source: Het Valkhof Museum, Nijmegen.

On the outside the gate was additionally decorated with the motto “Melior est
bellicosa libertas quam servitus pacifica” (‘It is better to fight for freedom than to
live peacefully in slavery’): a clear manifestation of the town’s spirit of freedom.
In 1540 the same gate was further decorated with a stone in the wall bearing the
curious text Hic Pes Imperii (‘Here the foot of the Empire’). Despite different
interpretations I agree with the Nijmegen archaeologist John Smetius who in 1645
assumed that the text meant that the Hezelpoort was the very limit of the German
border and Nijmegen thus belonged to the Empire, which also sang the praises of
Nijmegen as a free imperial city (Brinkhoff & Lemmens 1966, 23-26, 91-92; Geurts
2011 a; see also the story of Calvete de Estrella in note 10). The town even
managed to get the impressive castle under its control. When the duke once again
threatened the autonomy of the city in 1524, the inhabitants took over the gates
of his castle for some time. In 1537, when duke Karel van Egmond tried to make
the French king his successor, they even conquered the Valkhof by surprise,
imprisoned the garrison of six hundred men, and demolished the castle walls and
gates. Thus, Nijmegen gained absolute control over the symbol of the duke’s
authority, which meant that the sovereign had to ask for permission to access his
own fortress. During this attack a stone with the dynastic coat of arms of the duke
was taken and as a victory trophy immured in one of the city gates (Kuys 1999; 5891; 2005 a, 277-284) (see Map 5).
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Illustration 9: Coat of Arms of Nijmegen. Photo J. Geurts.

The first conflicts between duchy and emperor
As mentioned above, the annexation by Charles V in 1543 was a turnaround. The
persecution of heretics, weakened during the reign of William of Cleves (15381543), was immediately taken up again. When Nijmegen – as other cities – did not
respond energetically enough to promulgations of the new protestant doctrine, a
newly established central institution, the Court of Guelders (Hof) demanded the
extradition of a chaplain of the St. Stevens Church. The city council rejected,
because extradition ran counter to the municipal privilege of the ius de-nonevocando that Charles V had solemnly recognized in 1543. A resident of Nijmegen
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could not be prosecuted outside the jurisdiction of the town. The prosecution of
master Claes of the Latin school for heresy was also not carried out despite explicit
demands made by the governor himself (Geurts 2011a).

Map 5. Joan Blaeu: Map of Nijmegen in the seventeenth century (1649). In the lower left corner
one can see how the Valkhof castle is located within the city walls. Source: Wikimedia Commons.

In the following years, the impending centralization became manifest, when
Charles V imposed two more central institutions on the duchy: a Chancellery that
ran the day-to-day administration, and a central Audit Office (‘Rekenkamer’).
There were hardly any protests, however, because a strong separation in
governance between duke and inhabitants had developed since the Middle Ages.
Although the Landdag saw itself as the representative of the territory, running the
administration was the prerogative of the duke and this was the reason that the
new central administrative bodies could easily tackle the privileges of the
inhabitants (Van de Pas 1993a; Geurts 2011a, 39-58). Besides, all institutions were
located in Arnhem, undoubtedly as a counterweight to the influence of
headstrong Nijmegen. Moreover, the chancery ordinance meant a further
violation of local privileges, especially regarding the jurisdiction. Was Nijmegen
still entitled to the ius de-non-evocando? Who was competent in last resort to act
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in, for example, a case of heresy: the city aldermen, the Court of Gelre or the
Reichskammergericht? When the city council openly obstructed an investigation
of alleged heresy, the central government forced Nijmegen to give in. The
centralization of legal power and fiscal pressure strengthened deep-seated
political resentments. Court and Chancellery in Arnhem became bones of
contention (Geurts 2011a; Venner 1995, 10-16; cf. Nève 1972, 313-316).
When the emperor announced in 15468 that he would hold his Joyous
Entrance in Guelders, the inhabitants faced a difficult choice. How to welcome the
new duke? After all, an inauguration was a very important ceremony, in which the
duke confirmed the customary rights and existing privileges of the inhabitants and
quarter and town assemblies swore the oath of allegiance. Even more important,
the meeting could redefine the limits of power between city and sovereign. It was
an opportunity to demonstrate and promote the urban identity and independence
by using the collective memory of society: History in the service of political desires,
lending an aura of legitimacy to an (often fabricated) past (Geurts 2011a;
Hageman 2005, 15-44). Remembering the cruel punishment of Ghent after the
city had revolted against Charles V in 1541, the towns decided to welcome Charles
V with all manner of decorum. Nijmegen built a new jetty for the emperor’s
entourage, refurbished the streets, and mustered the militia. A reception
committee of all dignitaries awaited the emperor at the Waal river in front of the
walls to accompany him to the Valkhof castle. The next day a long procession of
people from all walks of life welcomed the new duke at the castle and honoured
him with all kinds of gifts. The presence of all social classes should not only
symbolize the urban unity, but at the same time make it abundantly clear that the
whole city was willing to stand up for its rights. Tensions could not be avoided.
What should have been a week of festivities – the inauguration of Charles V –
threatened to end in a nightmare. Matters came to a head when a soldier of the
bodyguard of Charles V was arrested for theft. Who was entitled to punish him?
With the statement “I am the Lord of this town,” mayor Thomas van Triest made
it very clear that the city had the right to punishment. Under pressure of the
emperor, however, the council gave in and pardoned the soldier, but stated
explicitly that this happened under the city laws as recognized by Charles V in
1543. Yet the question was unavoidable: were ancient privileges still valid after
the annexation? But there was more: not only had the aforementioned
punishment of the soldier led to great concern, the distrust of the city was also
fueled by the fact that the first order of Charles V was to restore the walls and
8

It is striking that immediately after the conquest in 1543 nobles, quarters and cities had already
recognized and inaugurated Charles V as the new duke of Guelders. Apparently three years later,
in 1546, the emperor wanted to reinforce the relations with the youngest province of the
Netherlands in more peaceful times (Keverling Buisman 1993).
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gates of the Valkhof castle, which would bring the city back under his power
(Geurts 2011a; Kuys 2005b, 494-498).
The city’s autonomy endangered
Trust in Brussels was lost and the still religiously divided city wanted to
demonstrate that it stuck to its own political course. Therefore the architecture of
the newly built Latin school and city hall was used to show the world the
independence of Nijmegen. Statues of Apostles and Church Fathers, as well as the
text of the Ten Commandments on the façade of the Latin school – in itself unusual
for a civil building – gave the impression that Nijmegen obeyed the religious policy
of Charles V (see Illustration 10). Strangely enough the curriculum had no religious
obligations at all, and the coat of arms over the front door with the double-headed
imperial eagle and crown, clearly indicated that the city was a free imperial city.
The motto under the coat of arms reinforced this idea: ‘The city hopes that under
the protection of the eagle (the Holy Roman Empire) peace, prosperity and the
true religion soon will bloom again’.9 The Latin school showed loyalty and
resistance at the same time (Gotzen 2011). Furthermore, the forefront of the new
city hall (1555) was adorned with statues of, among others, Julius Caesar, Julius
Civilis, Trajan, Charlemagne, and Frederick Barbarossa (see Illustration 11). These
Nijmegen heroes were meant to lend royal luster and prestige to the city and at
the same time should emphasize the urban feeling of freedom and autonomy
(Geurts 2011a, 48-50).
In the meantime the emperor planned to centralize the loose collection of
Netherlandic provinces in order to strengthen the inner coherence and to bind
them close to the Habsburg monarchy. The Treaty of Augsburg (1548) established
the Low Countries as a centralized entity apart from the Holy Roman Empire, while
the Pragmatic Sanction (1549) confirmed that all provinces were subject to the
same ruler, Charles’s son Philip. The unification process was now complete. The
consolidation of 1548 and 1549, however, would bring substantial changes in the
political structure in the Netherlands, so Guelders protested fiercely against the
new system. Led by Nijmegen, all towns of the duchy refused to accept the Treaty
of Augsburg and the Pragmatic Sanction, because they conflicted with the old
privileges as recognized by the emperor in 1543. The inhabitants even refused to
go to Brussels to sign the Treaty. The duke should come to Gelre, and not vice
versa. Only after mediation did the Landdag agree, on condition that the Treaty

9

‘Iam viget hic nobis et pax bona relligioque pura et publica res praecipiente aquila’. Source:
http://www.noviomagus.nl/Vrij/LatijnSchool/cwdata/002-PICT0853.html.
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of Venlo remained in force. The bonds between Guelders and the German Empire
should certainly not be broken (Van de Pas 1993b; Geurts 2011a).

llustration 10. Latin School with statues of the twelve Apostles, four Church Fathers and the coat
of arms of Nijmegen above the door. Source: niederrhein-maas.de.

The Joyous Entry of crown prince Philip (1549)
All these differences had implications for the Joyous Entry of Prince Philip, who
was presented as successor of Charles V in 1549. Ceremonial vigor always had
multiple purposes, but this time it was foremost to state that royal authority was
a greater thing than its constitutional boundaries. So far Charles’s power was
always circumscribed and locally grounded. In 1531 he even complained that
“everyone in the Low Countries demands privileges that are contrary to my
sovereignty, as if I were their companion and not their lord” (quoted in Arnade
2010, 198). Now the relationship between ruler and subjects should be as far as
possible transformed into submission to Prince Philip.
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Illustration 11. City Hall ca. 1900 with the statues of the Nijmegen ‘heroes’. Source: Wikipedia.

The tour through the Netherlands, which lasted nine months, was an elaborate
and astronomically costly welcoming ceremony (see Map 6).
The cities were transformed into great theatrical venues in which all actors
– emperor, prince, city fathers, nobility, merchants, traders and inhabitants –
played their desired social, political and economic roles. The entry parades
showed all kinds of pomp and circumstance: gigantic triumphal arches, statues of
mythical and biblical figures, and stages on which actors presented tableauxvivants or static scenes, often followed by tournaments and fireworks (Bussels
2012) (see Illustration 12). The Blijde Inkomsten were very impressive celebrations
of the future ruler of the Netherlands, but in the visual language of many festivities
a delicate balance was subtly incorporated between an affirmation of total
submission to the new lord of the Low Counties, and the explicit right of the
subjects to resist if the monarch should engage in tyrannical behavior. The
festivities, however, were not the same everywhere. Eyewitness Juan Christóbal
Calvete de Estrella, historian and confessor of Charles V, tells us in his travel
journal how great the differences were between the ‘simple’ entries in Guelders
and the costly festivities in the rest of the provinces (Geurts 2010; LecuppreDesjardin 2004, 131-197).
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Map 6. Inauguration tour of Prince Philip II through the Low Countries in 1549. Source: Geurts
2009, 35.

Compared to the southern and maritime provinces, the receptions in the eastern
part were on the one hand identical, “con aquel acatamiento y ceremonia, que se
avia hecho en los otros lugares” (‘with the respect and ceremony that was shown
in the other places’) (Calvete de Estrella 1551, 316v); on the other hand Calvete
also hinted at the lack of arches, tableaux-vivants, temporary buildings,
monuments or statues he had seen elsewhere. He missed clearly that part of the
entrance ceremonies wherein submission to the new lord was shown. In the oaths
of allegiance only the old rights and privileges of Guelders were confirmed. The
increased power of the sovereign was not recognized as elsewhere. The
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companionship probably did not understand the reasons for this ‘sobriety’. After
all, the province had not been part of Charles V’s empire for long enough to be
affected in the same way as the other provinces. Through the simplicity of the
inaugurations the cities of Guelders indirectly protested against the centralization
of the Habsburgers. In Zutphen there was little more than some greenery along
the streets, while in Arnhem, Nijmegen, Venlo en Roermond the prince was sworn
in according to the traditional local ceremonies. Venlo was the low point. Calvete
only spent three lines on the reception ending with the sentence: “Por no aver
avido arcos triumphales, ni letrēros, passamos por estos lugares sin detenernos”
(‘By the absence of triumphal arches and distinct banners we only stayed for the
inauguration’) (Calvete de Estrella 1553, 320v). Undoubtedly Charles V remembered the inauguration in Venlo in 1546 with all its pomp and circumstance.
During this entrance, the two ‘founders’ of the city, the giant puppets Goliath and
his wife, which had participated in all festivities in Venlo since 1366, were central
in the celebrations. That they were not shown now was seen as a grave insult, so
Charles and his son did not want to stay longer than necessary, and left the city as
soon as possible. Roermond and Weert kept it simple too. Only the entrance in
Nijmegen received a bit more attention in Calvete's book (Calvete de Estrella
1553; Geurts 2010; 2011a).
Although the relationship with Brussels had sharply deteriorated, the city
council decided to welcome the prince: “con mucho acaramiento, y demostracion
de alegria” (‘with much respect and demonstrations of joy’), but also with
indications of the old privileges. It was decided that Philip should enter the town
through the grimmest and most heavily fortified gate of Nijmegen, the Hezelpoort,
to emphasize the military power of the city. The narrative by Calvete is striking.
Everywhere he described in great detail what he saw, as in Arnhem with the
description of the mausoleum of Karel Van Egmond in de Eusebius church, but
now he is superficial. Did he not notice the very visible wall plate with the motto:
“Melior est bellicosa libertas quam servitus pacifica” (‘It is better to fight for
freedom, than to live peacefully in slavery’) or did he not want to mention it?
However, he could not avoid to mention the inscription; “Hic Pes Imperii” (‘Here
is a foot of the Empire’), the message that – according to the inhabitants –
‘Nijmegen was part of the Empire’, and as such unquestionably highlighting the
town's status of free imperial city. It was impossible to overlook this motto
because the text was shown twice: on a plate in the wall and on a banner with the
same slogan held by two armed soldiers, hanging from the top of the inner gate.
In a not so subtle way Nijmegen recognized the German emperor as its lord, by
which the incorporation of the city into the Netherlands in fact was rejected.
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Calvete, however, did not accept the view of the magistrate. For him Nijmegen
had lost its rights as a free imperial city by the pledge to Guelders in 1247.10

Illustration 12. Two examples of the magnificent temporary arches in Antwerp and Ghendt during
the inauguration festivities of Prince Philip (II) in 1549. Source: Geurts 2009, 47-48.

But there is more. On the one hand it is striking that Calvete gives so much
attention to the Batavian history of Nijmegen. He praises the people of town and
duchy as the brave auxiliary forces on whom the Romans had relied so often.
However, the revolt of Julius Civilis is not mentioned at all. Did he expect the
‘Oppidum Batavorum’ to be as loyal to the Habsburgers as the Batavians to Rome?
On the other hand Calvete also noticed that Philip was not inaugurated as a
successor to the Roman emperors as in the other provinces, although more than
enough Roman history and Roman material evidence was available for such an
10

“…Aunque es de Gheldres, desde, que el Rey [Emperor] el vendio à Ottō Tercio, Conde de
Gheldres. Porque hasta entonces siempre fue libre y villa imperial, y por esso la llaman pie d'el
imperio [Hic Pes Imperii], porque llegaua hasta alli el imperio.” [Nijmegen] belonged to Guelders
since the King [Emperor] sold the city to Otto III, count of Guelders. Because until then it was always
a free and imperial city, and that's why they call it the ‘foot of the empire’ [Hic Pes Imperii], because
the empire reached till there... (Calvete de Estrella 1553, 319r-319v).
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entry in Nijmegen (Calvete de Estrella 1553, 318-320). The city on the Waal river
received the crown prince not as the future Lord of the Netherlands, but as a
simple new duke in a ceremony comparable with the entrances of his
predecessors in 1492 and 1538. Nijmegen opted for this traditional inauguration
to show its dislike of the increasing centralism. It also showed its dissatisfaction by
requesting – and receiving – an additional confirmation of all privileges of the
Treaty of 1543. No sources are known that can tell us whether Philip understood
these and other indications of the city’s ideas of autonomy, but the way he acted
in Venlo indicates that he probably knew. In any case, the entrances in Guelders
undoubtedly increased the tensions between Brussels and the duchy (Geurts
2010).
In the following years a constantly changing group of cities, always led by
Nijmegen, continued to oppose the central government. They protested against
tax measures, the inquisition and violations of the law. After every evasive answer,
the towns formed alliances to hold on to their liberties. During almost every
protest Nijmegen referred to its status of free imperial city. Among others things,
it demanded that the Religious Peace of Augsburg (1555), in which both
Catholicism and Lutheranism were admitted in the German empire, also would
apply to Nijmegen, and that its citizens could not be summoned before the Court
of Guelders. It is no wonder that the governor of the duchy called the city a ‘bad
example’ for the rest of the province (Hageman 2005; Kuys 2005b, 494-502). But
in the long run the joint protests were less successful because Brussels's reactions
became increasingly tougher. And after Arnhem, where Court, Council and Audit
were located, had reconciled itself with the central government, Guelders
gradually became part of the Habsburg Netherlands. In 1566 all provinces –
including Guelders – protested against a plan to introduce the inquisition and in
1576 the duchy joined the Pacification of Ghent to promote a peace treaty with
the rebelling provinces Holland and Zeeland. The reports of rape, looting and
pillage by Spanish soldiers registered in annals, letters, pamphlets, ballads and
engravings made the difference (Arnade 2010, 206-216). More and more Guelders
accepted the fact that it was part of the revolting Netherlands. Finally in 1579 the
duchy joined the Union of Utrecht, a treaty unifying the northern provinces of the
Netherlands against Spain and regarded as the foundation of the Republic of the
Seven United Provinces (Kuys 2005b, 489-502; Meij 1975, 13-132).
Nijmegen and its identity in modern times
Nijmegen, however, kept trying to hold on to its independence. In vain. The final
end came with the Reductie (Reduction) in 1591, when Prince Maurits took the
city by force. From then on, Nijmegen had definitively lost its autonomy and was
ruled by the government in The Hague. The frontier-city was needed in the war
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against Spain, part of an European political and religious struggle. However half a
century later, around 1640, the situation had changed. Europe was war-weary and
after long deliberations envoys of no fewer than 194 states, from the biggest to
the smallest, represented by 179 plenipotentiaries, came together in Münster and
Osnabrück (Westphalia) to make peace with each other. The rebellious
Netherlands were invited to make an end to the war with Spain (Geurts 2005, 533539). However the internal political, religious and economic conflicts were so big,
that it took four years of heated discussions before the Dutch envoys arrived in
Munster in January 1646. One of the problems had been the composition of the
delegation. Guelders insisted on sending an ambassador of its own, because this
would mean that he – given the old title of the duchy – had precedence over all
other emissaries of the Netherlands. The struggle for this seat of honor was very
fierce. All quarters came up with a delegate of their own, but Zutphen demanded
its candidate would be appointed, because Nijmegen and Arnhem had recently
manned other important diplomatic missions. After months of arguing the
quarters of Nijmegen and Arnhem decided to send their candidates alternately to
Münster, against which Zutphen kept protesting until shortly before the final
departure. However, after new machinations by Nijmegen the nominee of this
quarter was suddenly appointed as the official ambassador of Guelders and it was
he who in January 1648, as the most important ambassador, put his signature to
the peace treaty between the Netherlands and Spain, by which the Dutch Republic
legally acquired its independence (Geurts 2005, 530-535) (see Illustration 13).
But neither Zutphen nor Arnhem would forget what Nijmegen had done,
nor did Harderwijk. This small town was also confronted with the unreliability of
Nijmegen. When in 1647, after a long political struggle, the Landdag designated
Harderwijk as the location for the new university of Guelders, Nijmegen did not
accept the decision and, eight years later, founded its own university (Verhoeven
2015).
After the Peace of Münster Guelders believed that ancient times would
return and especially Nijmegen was convinced that the city could retake its old
dominance as a free imperial city. So the memory of independence and autonomy
should be kept alive and the proud past of the city should be glorified in words
and images. Jan van Goyen painted the most well-known picture of the Valkhof
castle for the renovated town hall (see Illustration 4), as did Nicolaes van Helt
Stockade with The Alliance between Batavians and Romans, in order to make clear
that the history of Nijmegen went back to both Romans and Batavians (Begheyn
2009, 104-115) (see Illustration 5). In 1645 minister and antiquarian Johannes
wrote in his famous book Oppidum Batavorum, seu Nijmegen (‘City of Batavians,
in other words Nijmegen’) that Nijmegen was not only the center of the first
struggle for freedom in the Netherlands, but he also underlined the ideas of
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independence by claiming that the elevation of Nijmegen to a Free Imperial City
in 1230 was not a favour, but an official confirmation of an already existing
situation since the Roman emperor Trajan had granted Nijmegen Roman city
rights (Smetius 1999, 72-116). In response to Smetius’ book and as a
counterweight to the urban self-awareness, Arend van Schlichtenhorst published
the first ‘national’ history of Guelders in the Dutch vernacular: XIV Boeken van de
Geldersse Geschiedenissen (1653) by which the Estates of Guelders tried to
promote a provincial identity and unity (Bots 1975, 424-426) (see Illustration 14).

Illustration 13. Gerard ter Borch: The ratification of the Peace Treaty of Munster (1648). Note the
six Dutch envoys with raised fingers. In the center of the painting behind the table stands the
plenipotentiaris of Guelders with the text of the Peace Treaty in his left hand. Source: Wikipedia.

The arrogance of Nijmegen was also demonstrated by the motto in the council
chamber of the town hall: “Nimwegen, zy voorsichtich altyt dat ghy niemant
inneempt dan die ghy machtich syt.” (‘Nijmegen, be careful that you do not allow
anyone into the city whom you cannot control.’). But after the visit of the emperor
in 1546, it became clear that cooperation with the other cities of the duchy was
absolutely necessary. Therefore the facade of the same town hall was now
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decorated with the text: “Concordia Res Parvae Crescunt; Discordia Maximae
Dilabuntur” (‘Unity makes strength, discord breaks strength’) (Hageman 2005, 3033).

Illustration 14. (Left) At the request of the city council Johannes Smetius published in 1645 his
Oppidum Batavorum, seu Noviomagum, thereby confirming the autonomy of Nijmegen. Source:
neomagus.nl; (Right) In the same year the Estates of Guelders emphasized the unity of the duchy
of which Karel van Egmond (1492-1538) was the epitome. One hundred years after his death in
1538 we see his tomb back in the illustration on the title page of the book by Arend van
Slichtenhorst: XIV Boeken van de Geldersse Geschiedenissen (Arnhem 1653). The illustration
shows at the left Julius Civilis, the champion of the freedom of the Batavians; on the right is
William the Silent, as well as a patron of freedom. At the bottom we see the tomb of Karel,
symbol of the unity and identity of Guelders within the new Dutch Republic. Source: Stinner &
Tekath (2003).

But the good times did not return. In the 18th century Guelders and Nijmegen fell
into decay. Political crises, economic decline, increasing poverty and war ravaged
towns and duchy. Yet Nijmegen still dreamed of an independent city with its own
rights and privileges. The poet Hans Kasper Arkstee wrote in 1733 the ode
“Nijmegen, de oude hoofdstad der Batavieren; in dichtmaat beschreven”
(‘Nijmegen, the ancient capital of the Batavians; described in verse’), in which the
glorious past and the symbol of independent Nijmegen, the Valkhof castle,
occurred many times. But things got worse. The French attack in 1795 caused so
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much damage to the Valkhof castle, that the Estates of Guelders wanted to
demolish this symbol of Nijmegen’s political pretentions. Finally, the other towns
of the duchy could take revenge for centuries of condescension. Nijmegen resisted
vehemently, but in the end only the chapels of St. Nicholas and St. Martin
(Barbarossa Ruin) could be saved, because of the strong conviction that they both
were of Roman origin (Geurts 2014).

Illustration 15. Hendrik Hoogers: View of the castle of Nijmegen (1796). This is the last and
probably most precise drawing of the Valkhof Castle. Hoogers, mayor of Nijmegen, wanted to
show the Estates of Guelders what they intended to destroy. Source: Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel
Erfgoed, via Wikimedia Commons.

When it became clear that the castle would be demolished alderman Hendrik
Hoogers etched the castle one last time in order to preserve its memory for
posterity (see Illustration 15). Shortly after the demolition of the Valkhof a park
was laid out on the spot where the castle had been standing, intended as a place
of meditation and melancholy, a sacred place of the glorious past, decorated with
classical statues and remains from the Roman and Carolingian period. This is what
we now call heritage conservation, but was in fact self-interest of the oligarchy,
who had lost their political power and status since the revolution of 1795. To
remind the Netherlands that the country’s independence had started in Nijmegen
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a quote from the famous poet Christiaan Huygens (1596-1687) was placed on a
balustrade at the north side of the park, which recalled the revolt of Julius Civilis
against the Romans: “HIC STETIT HIC FRENDENS AQUILAS HIC LUMINE TORVO
CLAUDIUS ULTRICES VIDIT ADESSE MANUS.” (‘Hier stond hij, hier zag hij
knarsetandend de adelaars, hier zag Claudius met grimmige blik de wrekende
legers naderen’; ‘Here he stood, here gritting his teeth he saw the eagles, here
with a grim look Claudius [Julius] saw the revenging armies approach’) (Van der
Sande 2005, 168-177; Lemmens & Van Meerkerk 2005, 442-478).11
After the defeat of Napoleon Guelders became part of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands in 1814. Now the province had to adapt to the rest of the country. In
response to the increasing centralization of the national government, more and
more interest in the unique history of Guelders emerged, and although the
political role of quarters and cities was finished, the memories exist until this day.
All that remained for Nijmegen was a longing for that glorious past of an
autonomous city in an independent duchy of Guelders. This nostalgia was
reflected in historical narratives, paintings and the creation of historical societies,
museums and town festivals, culminating in 1890 in the re-enactment of the
historical Joyous Entry of Charles V in 1546 (Verhoeven 2015, note 20; Geurts
2014, 151-174; Van der Sande 2005, 159-183) (see Illustrations 16 and 17). Even
in our days the city’s past has been increasingly promoted and visualized, as was
the case in the rest of Guelders, but this reinvention of the history is now the
product of marketing professionals. Historical themes and heritages are used in
local branding campaigns. While Arnhem emphasizes the period of World War II,
Nijmegen looks back to the time of the late medieval and early modern period,
when the city was the most important town in Guelders. Even the Knooppunt
Arnhem-Nijmegen (‘The Arnhem-Nijmegen City Region’) established in 1988 to
bring the former antagonists together to create a joint identity based on their
geographical context, has not been successful so far. There is no real interest in
coordinating efforts. It is a ‘battlefield of histories’. Of course Arnhem emphasizes
the commemoration of the Second World War (“A Bridge too far”), but at the
same time publicizes Roman archeological finds in the city, a typical Nijmegen
topic. The city at the Waal river tries to strenghten the public image by
emphasizing its great medieval history, but also stresses the great losses and
damage during the Market Garden campaign, which is Arnhem’s trump card. Now
both cities have crossed their river – Nijmegen to the north and Arnhem to the
south – it seems as if both want to build a new buffer between their territories to

11

For a photo of this inscription see the City of Nijmegen website.
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counter the urban expansion of the other. It was city branding, heritage politics
and spatial planning at the same time (Egberts 2015, 196-245).

Illustration 16. Pieter Francis Peters, sr.: Nostalgia. Dreaming of medieval autonomy in the 19th
century. Charles V recognizes Nijmegen as a city of the Holy Roman Empire by personally adding
the imperial crown to the coat of arms of the city (1837). Source: Museum Het Valkhof, Nijmegen.

Discussion
Thanks to the cooperation between dukes, quarters and towns the independent
duchy of Guelders managed to beat off any foreign attack in medieval and early
modern times. Even after the conquest by Charles V in 1543, the Treaty of Venlo
seemed to protect the autonomy of territory and citizens. The need to integrate
into a greater body began only to evolve after the beginning of the Dutch Revolt
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when the inhabitants of Guelders realized that their particularistic interests were
better protected by cooperation with the other provinces. Only Nijmegen tried to
hold on to its independent position as long as possible.
To explain these institutional developments, historians traditionally point
to the pursuit for autonomy within, and the jealousy between, quarters and
individual cities. As a result Guelders failed to develop the kinds of central
institutions other provinces have. The inhabitants stubbornly hold on to ‘the
entrenched particularism’,12 which enhanced the cohesion of the territory, but
hindered the formation of a national state. After all, overarching institutions could
affect the integrity of the duchy, but also the privileges of quarters, cities and
noblemen. Moreover, the inhabitants felt themselves part of the German Empire,
which was seen as a guarantee of its autonomy. This applies to the duchy of
Guelders as a whole, but especially to Nijmegen.
This city has played an important role in the struggle against the
centralization policy of the national government. From the late Middle Ages on,
Nijmegen cherished its independence, but it also realized that cooperation with
dukes, nobles and other towns was needed to ensure the independence of the
duchy, and thus to safeguard its own autonomy. As part of the Dutch Republic the
Province of Guelders and its cities remained largely independent and again it was
Nijmegen that constantly reminded the inhabitants of the times of greatness and
autonomy. Any attempt by a central government was contested through
pamphlets, historical narratives or paintings in which the local independence was
glorified. Because of the strange composition of the territory and the lasting
political divisions a sense of belonging to the province as a whole could hardly
emerge. The typical regionalization of Guelders since medieval times has led to a
kind of regional mini-states with their own political and cultural ideas that never
disappeared. A feeling of unity manifested itself through the individual quarters,
regions and cities. The subsequent conflicts with the central government formed
the basis for the continuing political and cultural diversity of Guelders (Noordzij
2004; Frijhoff 2014).

12

Israel (1995, 283) calls it “teleological and anachronistic visions of history, one-sided and not free
from a 19th century-based, biased interpretation of the developments in Guelders” (cf. Frijhoff
2012).
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Illustration 17. Nostalgia: Lithographs of the 1890 reenactment of the Joyous Entrance of Charles
V in Nijmegen in 1546. The Emperor and his entourage. (Top) Trumpeters and the Carrier of the
Banner of the German Empire. (Bottom from left to right) Herald of the Emperor, Hendrik, Earl
van Brederode and Willem van Nassau, Prince of Oranje, both pages of the Emperor and Emperor
Charles V himself. Source: J.G. Bos: Maskerade gehouden door de leden van het Leidsche
Studenten-Corps, den 24sten 1890, Leiden 1890, plate 15 and 16. Erfgoedleiden.nl.
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Sometimes the inhabitants seemed to identify with territory and central
government, but it was a love-hate relationship. Their own city and region came
first. Did the inhabitants really want to build up a national state, similar to ours?
There is a ‘commuting of national feelings’ between the regional and national
levels, but in my opinion keeping the territory together to defend local privileges
and cultural identity is no evidence of an increasing national identity. There were
too many conflicting identities working together out of self-interest. Cooperation
was born out of necessity. When the danger was gone, the sense of belonging
disappeared and regions, noblemen and cities were each other enemies again. A
collective representation of Guelders therefore could hardly have emerged
(Verhoeven 2015; Frijhoff 2014).
These local feelings of autonomy did not disappear in the 20 th century,
when the central government increasingly tried to impose a national culture and
identity. In reaction to the top-down centralization since 1814 the identity of cities
and regions was again sought in the past in order to emphasize a separate political
and cultural uniqueness. The dynamic and flexible ways of depicting the territory
in the past had increased the ability to strengthen the identity of each city and
region. Even the inhabitants of the smaller cities developed a feeling of local pride.
The identity of Guelders was and still is located in particularism and diversity
(Noordzij 2004; Verhoeven 2015; Köstlin 1966; Leerssen 1996).
Superficially the history of Guelders of the late Middle Ages and the
modern period seems to have much in common. But could local, territorial and
national identities reinforce each other? Can one speak of a medieval national
identity comparable to the developments in the 19th and 20th centuries? Does a
continuity exist between the late medieval phenomenon of ‘nation building’ and
19th century ‘nationalism‘? In times of crisis Guelders functioned as a political
entity, but can one therefore speak of a political identity (Noordzij 2009, 326333)? The traditionalist historians consider the ongoing process of state formation
as the link between these widely differing phenomena. Through all ages the
‘nation’ was the legitimacy of the state and used to legitimize a central identity.
But since the 15th century legal arguments were no longer sufficient for
centralization, the princes needed new arguments (Bailly 2013, 61-75). The actual
forging of the "nation" was left to historians. They provided dukes, quarters and
cities with historical ‘evidence’. Discontinuities in historical reality were removed
and new traditions were attributed an older origin when necessary (Jensen 2015).
But do the political and cultural expressions of the revolutionary movements in
the 18th and 19th centuries have their origin in pre-modern traditions? Did ‘media’
as pamphlets, historical narratives, poems, songs or paintings really mobilize the
public opinion? Ethnic and national affinities are among the most powerful forces
in human history, indeed, but to me, the continuity of the collective memory seem
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to be narratives adapted to the wishes of the 19 th century government for
spreading nationalist sentiments. In the discussions between pre-modern and
modern forms of nation building, the traditionalists – in my opinion –
overestimate in the case of Guelders the role of the ‘media’ for community
building. They try to connect the various medieval and early modern self-images,
myths and linguistic traditions with the wishes of a national unity in the 19th and
20th centuries (Jensen 2016). Is this possible considering that Guelders has never
known a lasting national sentiment because of the age-old division into ministates and independent cities? Superficially a national cultural identity seems to
exist since the Middle Ages, but these ideas are mostly used to support the local
and regional identity. The periods have a lot in common, but a national identity
rooted in cultural traditions that spans the pre-modern and modern ages seems,
to me, comparing apples to oranges.
Epilogue
Even today there is hardly an emotional bond with Guelders as a whole. Nothing
has changed despite the efforts of successive central governments: dukes, Estates
and Kingdom of the Netherlands. The feelings of regional and local identity are so
ingrained that all attempts at nation building have failed (Egberts 2015, 196-245).
Every city or region always emphasizes its own uniqueness. This is particularly the
case in Nijmegen, where a ‘renaissance of the past’ has been taking place since
the city celebrated the 2000th anniversary of its founding in 2004. Cooperation
with the rest of the province was and is difficult. Today, a fierce debate is going on
about the rebuilding of the great tower of the Valkhof castle (see Illustration 16).
Although this has everything to do with city branding, the fact that the tower also
will serve as a reminder of Nijmegen’s claim to being ‘the most important town of
Guelders’ and at the same time ‘the oldest independent city of the Netherlands’
is seen as a nice bonus at city hall. Nijmegen was and still is a hornet in the
unification of Guelders (Egberts 2015, 196-245; Peterse 2014; Frijhoff 2012, 2014).
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Illustration 18. Nostalgia. The mighty tower of the Valkhof Castle made of scaffolding tubes and
canvas was back in the city scape for a short time in 2005. On the right of the Donjon the Valkhof
chapel is visible. Source: donjon.nu.
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Chassez le naturel, il revient au galop : l’influence de Nimègue sur
le développement politique de Gueldre depuis le moyen âge
Depuis la fin du moyen âge, divers souverains ont tenté de centraliser la
région de Gueldre, mais en comparaison d’autres parties des Pays-Bas, ils
n’ont jamais très bien réussi. Même à notre époque, les habitants de
Gueldre ne semblent guère sentir de rapport même avec leur propre
province : l’identité de région ou de ville est plus forte. La cause de ce
phénomène est à trouver en grande partie dans le grand nombre de
frontières internes et externes qui traversent Gueldre depuis l’époque
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romaine. Il y toujours eu « l’autre, » avec des caractéristiques différentes.
L’identité locale et régionale empêchait constamment l’émergence d’un
« État » national. Nimègue a joué un rôle crucial dans cette lutte contre la
centralisation. Le présent article décrit comment la ville la plus puissante de
la région défendait son indépendance sur la base d’un passé en grande
partie fictif. Jules César lui-même aurait fondé la ville, et par la suite, un
empereur romain puis un empereur germanique auraient déclaré Nimègue
une ville « libre et indépendante. » Mythes, récits historiques, fêtes
publiques et toute sorte d’expressions artistiques, et surtout le puissant
château Valkhof servaient à souligner l’individualité unique de Nimègue.
Pendant de longs siècles, la ville a chéri son indépendance par-dessus tout.
Même aujourd’hui, Nimègue aime mieux se concentrer sur sa propre
identité plutôt que de collaborer à l’unité de la province. À cet égard, rien
n’a changé.

Een vos verliest wel zijn haren, maar niet zijn streken. De invloed
van Nijmegen op de politieke ontwikkeling van Gelderland sinds de
Middeleeuwen.
Sinds de late Middeleeuwen hebben de machthebbers geprobeerd om het
land Gelre te centraliseren. Vergeleken met de andere gewesten van de
Nederlanden is dit nooit echt gelukt. Zelfs in onze tijd lijken de inwoners
van Gelderland nauwelijks een band met de eigen provincie te hebben. De
identiteit van streken, steden en dorpen is krachtiger dan die van het land
als geheel. De oorzaak hiervan ligt grotendeels aan de vele binnen- en
buitengrenzen die Gelderland al vanaf de Romeinse tijd doorkruist hebben.
Altijd was er de ‘ander’, wiens kenmerken niet gedeeld werden. Lokale en
regionale identiteit hebben steeds weer het ontstaan van een nationale
‘staat’ verhinderd. In deze strijd tegen de centralisatie heeft Nijmegen een
overheersende rol gespeeld. In deze bijdrage wordt beschreven hoe de
machtigste stad van het gewest op basis van een grotendeels gefingeerd
verleden haar onafhankelijkheid bevochten heeft. Zo zou Caesar zelf de
stad gesticht hebben en zou een Romeinse en later een Duitse keizer
Nijmegen tot een ‘vrije en onafhankelijke’ stad uitgeroepen hebben. Via
mythen, historische verhalen, openbare festiviteiten en allerlei
kunstuitingen, maar vooral door verwijzingen naar de machtige
Valkhofburcht, werd de eigenheid benadrukt. Eeuwenlang werd de
zelfstandigheid gekoesterd. Zelfs tegenwoordig focust Nijmegen zich liever
op haar eigen identiteit dan mee te werken aan de eenheid van de
provincie. Er is in al die eeuwen dus niets veranderd.
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The obscure D. Witting and the art of painting in
Amsterdam in the 1630s
Jochai Rosen

This article discusses the little known 17th-century Dutch painter D. Witting,
who is only known by his initial and whose small oeuvre includes only six
paintings. It revolves around his painting depicting A boy drawing in a
painter's studio (oil on panel, 39x50 cm, with the art dealer F. Stöcklin,
Basel, 1942). The article clearly demonstrates that every detail in this
painting betrays a similarity with paintings by Pieter Codde and painters of
his circle. The analysis of this painting yields a dating to c. 1630-1635 and
clearly shows that Witting was associated with what is defined here as “The
Codde Group”, active in Amsterdam during the second quarter of the 17th
century. This article thus sheds more light on this group and its iconography,
places Witting in Amsterdam and reaffirms his little known oeuvre.

Key terms: Dutch Golden Age; Genre painting; D. Witting; Pieter Codde; 17th
century.
An ideal goal of every field of research would be to investigate its entire domain
and reach even its most remote and neglected corners. Such a goal is particularly
difficult to gain when it comes to the study of 17 th-century Dutch painting, which
is typified by a significant number of contributions of numerous minor masters.
This article aims to contribute to our knowledge of such minor masters by
presenting the oeuvre of D. Witting, an artist who worked on the margins of that
art scene in terms of both the quality and quantity of his artistic output. I will show
that the work of this artist is, to a large extent, dependent on that of other painters
for its inspiration but can still be said to be the work of an independent master.
Such work is to be found one tier above that of those masters who were satisfied
in creating copies and variants after the work of much more able masters. Art
historical research, as so many other fields of study, tends to prioritize and thus
artists of lesser quality are often neglected. In terms of quantity I refer to the fact
that some 17th-century Dutch painters are known only by their name while others
are known only from a small oeuvre. Such a small oeuvre is usually the result of
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specific circumstances and its small size hardly allows us to make any conclusions
as to the value of their contribution. Therefore we should not overlook the
importance of bringing even a small oeuvre into context and by doing so shedding
more light on the interrelationships within a certain city school and a smaller
group of painters; for it is clear that any piece of this enormous puzzle is important
in order to create a better picture of painting in 17 th-century Holland. It is now
possible to connect the work of D. Witting to a group of painters which for the
sake of this discussion will be referred to as “The Codde Group”.
We know almost nothing of the 17th-century Dutch painter D. Witting, not
even his first name. He seems to have been active between 1630 and 1640 but we
do not know where. His small body of work includes the highly intriguing painting
A boy drawing in a painter's studio (see Figure 1), which will serve as the starting
point for this article.

Figure 1. D. Witting: A boy drawing in a painter's studio. C. 1630-35, oil on panel, 39x50 cm, with
the art dealer F. Stöcklin, Basel, 1942.

Based on the boy's outfit and his lace collar in particular, this painting can be dated
to roughly between 1630 and 1635, which makes it one of the earliest examples
of the representation of this topic in 17th century Dutch art. Moreover, it includes
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an unusual and intricate web of details that seems to reveal quite an original
master, one that should have been better known to us.
The painting depicts the boy sitting on a painter's box (schilderkistje) with
a drawing board and a sheet of paper on his lap, on which one can discern the face
of a human figure. The boy is seen from the back as he turns his head towards the
viewer. Before him stands a table laden with still life objects, among them a
theorbo, compasses, some books and a skull. On the floor beneath the table are
additional still life objects, among them a drum, a viola da gamba and a plaster
cast of the head of Christ. To the left of the table stands an easel on which rests a
panel depicting a guardroom scene; a few palettes are dangling from it, against it
leans a maulstick, and before it stands a three-legged stool. To the right of the
table two panels are resting against the wall, one of them depicting a standing
man in full length. Further to the right stands a life-size mannequin with a widebrimmed hat clapped aslant on its head, and immediately next to it an empty
picture frame is hanging on the wall. In the right back corner a cavalier’s overcoat,
gloves and sword are hanging; a framed landscape painting is visible on the back
wall.
As we shall see below, some details and characteristics clearly situate this
painting within the contemporary art scene of Amsterdam. Therefore, this article
aims to show that in style and subject matter D. Witting was closely associated
with a group of Amsterdam painters around Pieter Codde (1599-1678). This in turn
will shed more light on both Witting himself and this small group of painters, their
interrelationship and their keen self-awareness.
In 1994 F. G. Meijer published for the first time the work of Witting, and
his efforts (Meijer 1994, 322-325), based on an initial attribution made by B. J. A.
Renckens, resulted in the compilation of a small oeuvre assigned to this painter.
The oeuvre of D. Witting began to consolidate in 1976 when Renckens, an
employee of the Netherlands Institute for Art History (RKD), attributed a
Guardroom scene (see Figure 8) signed with the initials DW to Witting and made
a note in the institute files. There is at least one known copy of this Guardroom
scene,1 which serves to attest that Witting's original composition was considered,
at least by one collector, good enough to merit an investment in a copy of it. This
certainly sets Witting in a class apart from that of copyists and followers. Later on
and on the basis of style A boy drawing in a painter's studio (see Figure 1) was also
attributed to Witting. In 1994 Meijer (Meijer 1994, 322-325), based on its
similarity to a still life painting depicting a similar array of objects, and particularly
the unique plaster cast of the head of Christ, attributed the Still life with a theorbo,

1

See after D. Witting: Guardroom scene, oil on panel, 46x62 cm. Sale, Brussels, Trussart,
15/11/1956, lot 31, illustrated, as J. Duck.
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a viola da gamba and a model of the head of Christ to Witting.2 Based on the
similarity to this still-life Meijer suggested that Witting is also responsible for a
Vanitas still life with a violin.3 In his discussion Meijer also mentioned Two
gentlemen playing backgammon in an interior (see Figure 4), which is signed and
dated 1630 and which will be discussed in detail below. He also reassigned to
Witting a genre painting depicting a Young officer and old scholar in an interior.4
This amounted to a small oeuvre of six original paintings and a copy that seems to
show that Witting concentrated on genre themes and still lifes, although,
according to one record, he also painted a marine landscape.5
A boy drawing in a painter's studio (see Figure 1) by D. Witting reveals a
similarity with a contemporary painting by Pieter Codde known as The young
draftsman (see Figure 2). Like Witting in his painting, Codde also depicts a young
boy seen from the back, seated on a wooden box with a sketchbook on his lap.
Here too some still life objects are located on a table in front of him while other
items are set on the floor nearby.
Apart from the two examples mentioned above, Codde returned to the
subject of the painter's studio on a few other occasions, and all in all the subject
makes up a significant group of paintings both in terms of its originality and the
relatively wide range of aspects of the painter's life it covers. He painted at least
three different compositions of a Painter in his studio seated in front of his easel,6
a painting of a painter and a connoisseur seated in a studio, engaged in A
conversation about art and another depicting a painter standing in the middle of
his humble studio, surrounded by three men who carefully examine his paintings.7
It seems that the connoisseurs seen in Codde’s paintings represent the
audience for paintings representing The art of painting. These type of men are also
the target of the boy's gaze in Witting's painting.

2

D. Witting: Still life with a theorbo, a viola da gamba and a model of the head of Christ, oil on
panel, 25.5x30.5 cm, whereabouts unknown.
3
Attributed to D. Witting: Vanitas still life with a violin, oil on panel, 34x48 cm, sale, Vienna,
Dorotheum, 7/10/1998, lot 98, illustrated.
4
D. Witting: Young officer and old scholar in an interior, oil on panel, 25x34 cm, sale, Braunschweig,
Hünerberg, 10/3/1960, lot 56, illustrated, as by Jan Olis.
5
Oil on panel, 34x57 cm, signed with initials. Sale Misses Jackson Barstow et al., London, Sotheby,
29/3/1972, lot 82. See RKD, Hofstede de Groot fiche no. 1636873.
6
Pieter Codde: Self portrait in front of the easel, oil on panel, 30.5x25 cm, Rotterdam, Museum
Boymans van Beuningen, inv. no. 1125; Painter in his studio, oil on panel, 32x25 cm, Stockholm,
Hallwyl Museum, inv. no. B 46; Painter in his studio, oil on panel, 45.5x38 cm, sale, New York,
Sotheby Parke Bernet, 7/6/1978, lot 7, illustrated.
7
Pieter Codde: A conversation about art, oil on panel, 43.2x57.3 cm, Paris, Fondation Custodia, F.
Lugt collection, inv. no. 7335; Art lovers in a painter’s Studio, c. 1628-1630, oil on panel, 38.3x49.3
cm, Stuttgart, Staatsgalerie, inv. no. 3249.
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Figure 2. Pieter Codde: The young draftsman. C. 1630-35, oil on panel, 28x36.5 cm, Brussels,
Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, inv. no. 4411.

During the middle ages painters were members of guilds which also included
various craftsmen. As part of the intellectual awakening of the Renaissance,
painters became more and more aware of themselves as artists who use their
intellect to create their art and were thus different from craftsmen, who they
perceived as simple manual laborers. They thus opted to separate themselves
from them and the guild of St. Luke gradually became the sole domain of painters.
As part of their heightened self-awareness artists in the 15th century developed
the theme of St. Luke painting the Madonna, in many occasions depicting
themselves as St. Luke.8 During this period the theme of a painter seated in his
studio before the easel began to represent The art of painting and also had a
practical function as a means to promote the painter's product. This theme
became the common subject of a masterpiece created by students wishing to
enter the guild and become masters; one such example is the famous St. Luke
Painting the Madonna by Maerten van Heemskerk painted in 1532.9 During the
8

See Rogier van der Weyden: Saint Luke drawing the Virgin, 1435, oil and tempera on panel,
138x111 cm, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts.
9
Maerten van Heemskerk: St. Luke painting the Madonna, 1532, o/p, 168x235 cm, Haarlem, Frans
Halsmuseum.
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17th century this theme became much looser and painters felt comfortable to
depict themselves in the studio in self portraits per se. Painters gradually began to
emphasize the intellectual capacity of their trade by presenting themselves as
scholars or musicians. Painters also tended to highlight their contemplative
capacity by presenting themselves smoking in the studio (Sluijter 1990, 295). As
part of this preoccupation with their trade, a sub-genre was created depicting
young boys beginning their art training as apprentices in an artist's studio. These
paintings usually show a young boy drawing after cast models and sometimes
even instructed by his master, as in Jan Steen's The drawing lesson.10 The subject
of a boy seated alone in a painter's studio and drawing was quite common in 17 thcentury Dutch painting (De Jongh & Luijten 1997, 348-352).11 All the examples
known to us are in a vertical format and depict a boy drawing from a single bust
or statue. Codde (see Figure 2) and Witting's (see Figure 1) examples are in a
horizontal format and are much more elaborate in terms of the variety of still-life
objects presented and their intricate arrangement. They certainly stand out as a
separate and distinguishable sub-group within this genre. The painting by Codde
is so far the earliest known depiction of this theme in 17th-century Dutch art and
the painting by Witting is only slightly later, which makes them pioneering efforts.
Codde's preoccupation with the many aspects of the painter's life and,
particularly, his depiction of the interaction between the painter and his
collectors, is without any direct precedent and therefore suggests a highly
developed self-awareness on his part. We must see Witting's painting in the
context of Codde's unique depictions of the artist's world. It seems that in his
intricate A boy drawing in a painter's studio (see Figure 1) Witting strove to
emulate Codde.
Pieter Codde was born into a family from the regent class of Amsterdam.
He was active as a painter as well as a poet and won recognition at quite an early
age. When Rembrandt settled in Amsterdam the two became acquainted. Codde
had some influence on Rembrandt and it seems that the two remained in contact
until Rembrandt’s death in 1669 (Rosen 2009, 32-39). Codde began his career as
a portrait painter but already in the late 1620s shifted to focus on genre themes.
He became one of the leading figures in assimilating the genre theme known as
10

Jan Steen: The drawing lesson, c. 1665, o/p, 24.1x20.3 cm, Rose-Marie and Eijk van Otterloo
collection.
11
For a few examples, see Jan Lievens: The young draftsman, c. 1630-35, o/c, 129x100 cm, Paris,
Louvre; Michael Sweerts: Boy drawing before the bust of a Roman emperor, oil on canvas,
49.5x40.6 cm, Minneapolis, The Minneapolis Institute of Arts; Walerand Vaillant: The young
draftsman, oil on canvas, 117x90 cm, Lille, Musée des Beaux-Arts, inv. no. 777; Walerand Vaillant:
The young draftsman, oil on canvas, 129x100 cm, London, National Gallery, inv. no. 3591; Walerand
Vaillant: The young draftsman, oil on canvas, 119x90 cm, Maastricht, Bonnefantenmuseum, inv.
no. 673.
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The merry company (Kolfin 2005) and was one of the initiators of The Guardroom
Scene (Rosen 2010a). He achieved success with his genre painting in the 1630s and
spent the rest of his life living comfortably in his house on the Keizersgracht.
Together with Rembrandt, he was one of the leading and influential painters of
Amsterdam during the 1630s. One of his closest colleagues was the painter Willem
Duyster (1599-1635) who was born a few months before Codde in Amsterdam.
The two seemed to have been very close and might have even studied with the
same master (Playter 1972, 28). Codde and Duyster also shared their choice of
themes and Duyster too was one of the leading forces in the invention of the
guardroom scene. Codde and Duyster together formed a nucleus around which a
group of painters formed, a group that like them were of the same age and
focused on genre paintings depicting social gatherings and guardroom scenes.
Since it seems that Codde was the more charismatic and influential of the two,
and since Duyster died at an early age and never really got the chance to assert
his influence, it is Codde who was at the center of this group and therefore I refer
to it here as “The Codde Group”. Another member of this group is the painter
Simon Kick (1603-1652), who was Duyster’s brother-in-law. The two not only
married each other’s sisters but also lived and worked in the same house. Kick too
became member of this select group of 17th-century Dutch genre painters who
produced guardroom scenes (Rosen 2007, 85-98). Pieter Potter (1597-1652) was
a versatile painter who devoted a significant portion of his output to guardroom
scenes (Rosen 2010b, 45-64). In 1631 he moved to Amsterdam and became
acquainted with Codde and Duyster; his paintings reveal an apparent affinity with
theirs. When Potter moved to Amsterdam he settled in a house next to Codde’s;
the two families must have become acquainted, because a few years later Potter
was caught in bed with Codde’s estranged wife! The painter Pieter Quast (16061647) was born in Amsterdam a few years after Codde and Duyster. He was a
versatile painter who also created numerous drawings and designs for prints. He
devoted a large portion of his output to merry companies and guardroom scenes
and while doing that betrayed the strong influence of Codde. The latter had a
painting by Quast in his collection and the two must have known each other quite
well.
The above-mentioned five painters form the core of “The Codde Group” in
Amsterdam. They were all born around the turn of the century, moved in the same
circles, lived close to each other and specialized in the same themes. To this group
we should add a few painters who were active in other cities but seem to have
had occasional contact with Codde and his circle in Amsterdam and likewise
focused on merry social gatherings and guardroom scenes. One of them was the
painter Anthonie Palamedes (1601-1673) from Delft. He seems to have been in
close contact with Codde in the late 1620s and early 1630s and painted similar
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merry companies. Unlike Codde, who rarely painted after 1640, Palamedes
continued to paint merry companies and guardroom scenes well into the 1660s
and thus was one of the most important assimilators of this theme. The larger
Codde group should also include the painter Jan Olis (c.1610-1676), who was
active mainly in Dordrecht. He too seems to have been in close contacts with
Codde in the late 1620s and early 1630s, and continued to paint merry companies
and guardroom scenes in a style derived from that of Codde. Finally the Codde
group should also include the painter Jacob Duck (c.1600-1667) from Utrecht
(Rosen 2017a). In the late 1620s and early 1630s he was also in close contact with
Pieter Codde and under the latter’s influence developed his unique form of merry
companies and guardroom scenes and became the most prolific guardroom scene
painter of all times.
The two paintings within Witting’s A boy drawing in a painter's studio (see
Figure 1) seem to amount to a sort of homage to two members of the Codde
group, and in doing so they help us place him in a certain milieu and moreover in
a certain city school.
The phenomenon of the painting-within-the-painting, a widely occurring
phenomenon in 17th-century Dutch painting, is certainly beyond the scope of this
study.12 While most of the paintings within paintings are generic and bear little if
any significance, some do serve to clarify the meaning of the hosting painting and
some even seem to be an homage. In fact, one of the most striking examples of
an homage in the form of a painting within a painting appears in a painting from
within the Codde group. A painting by Jacob Duck of a Brothel Scene now in the
museum in Nîmes,13 includes three paintings hanging on the back wall. One of
them depicts an Interior with a Dancing Couple by Pieter Codde.14 This quote by
Duck of a painting by Codde must be seen as a token of his appreciation to his
colleague and as a sort of homage to him (Beguin 1952, 112-116; Rosen 2017a,
168-169). This precedent makes it clear that specific paintings quoted within other
paintings must be understood as a form of homage and this seems to apply also
to the paintings within Witting’s A boy drawing in a painter's studio (see Figure 1).
Restlessness in the Low Countries culminated in 1566 in a Calvinist
Iconoclastic Fury )Beeldenstorm). The Spanish rulers of the Netherlands set out to
eradicate what they perceived as a rebellion and this set in motion what would
later become known as the Eighty Years’ War. During the later decades of the 16th
12

For the subject of a painting within a painting see for example Georgel & Lecoq (1987); Zsuzsa
(2005); Craft-Giepmans & De Vries (2012).
13
Jacob Duck: Brothel scene, c. 1632-1634, oil on panel, 40x68 cm, Nîmes, Musée des Beaux-Arts,
inv. no. IP-1363.
14
Pieter Codde: Interior with a dancing couple, 1627, oil on panel, 39.5x53 cm Paris, Louvre, inv.
no. M.N.R. 452.
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century the Spanish army ravaged the Low Countries in an effort to break the back
of the local population, an effort that brought about tremendous chaos and
destruction. Hostilities were halted in 1609 when the Spaniards, unable to break
the Dutch Revolt, decided to agree on a cease-fire to last for twelve years. This
actually meant that the Dutch Republic now enjoyed a de-facto state of
independence and was free to develop its economy and rebuild the country. Using
their newly acquired freedom the Dutch were able in a few years to create a
seaborne empire and enjoy unprecedented economic growth, a phenomenon
known as The Dutch Golden Age. Many Dutch merchants living in cities such as
Amsterdam, Haarlem, Rotterdam and others became rich and soon began
spending money on luxuries – among them art works – to embellish their new
and spacious houses. This in turn brought about a flourishing of the arts. The fact
that the ruling Calvinists were highly suspicious of traditional religious topics
meant that the art market focused on painting rather than sculpture and that the
audience preferred modern themes rather than subjects taken from the
scriptures. This is why genre painting depicting contemporary themes became so
fashionable in 17th-century Holland. The fact that the Catholics were generally
oppressed and that Holland did not have a significant aristocracy, meant that it
lacked arts traditional patrons; Dutch painters were thus forced to compete on
the open market. This entailed severe competition and a need for artists to find
new themes favourable to their audience, and when they found such themes they
tended to specialize and focus on these successful formulae. The fact that 17 thcentury Dutch artist were organized in professional city guilds that also served a
social purpose, meant that some ideas and formulae were followed and
developed among painters from the same city.
The figure of the mercenary soldier became popular in the graphic arts of
Germany in the 16th century and gradually penetrated into the painting of the Low
Countries (Rosen 2010a, 26-42). The resumption of war activities in 1621 also
meant a renewed interest in the figure of the mercenary soldier, and a few years
after that this group of genre painters active in Amsterdam around Pieter Codde
developed a genre formula known as the guardroom scene. The inclusion of a
guardroom scene resting on the easel in Witting's painting is closely reminiscent
of Pieter Codde, who was the driving force behind the rise of this genre theme in
Amsterdam. Codde included a guardroom scene standing in a very similar manner
in a contemporary self-portrait (see Figure 3) (Rosen 2017b).
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Figure 3. Pieter Codde: Self portrait in the studio. C. 1630-35, oil on panel, 41x54 cm, with the
dealer D. Heinemann, Munich, 1929.

Here too the artist is sitting in the right foreground, his back and face turned
towards the viewer. Here too the easel is located on the left with a guardroom
scene in progress resting on it and a landscape hanging on the back wall.
The guardroom scene was known to Dutch contemporaries as a
Kortegaard, Cortegaerdje or similar titles, which are all bastardizations of the
French term Corps de garde. A guardroom scene is a genre painting depicting an
interior of a provisional nature hosting officers, soldiers, and their camp followers.
These would be depicted passing their leisure time surrounded by military items
and booty (Rosen 2006, 151-174). The guardroom scene crystalized in Amsterdam
around 1628 and immediately became popular in that city (Rosen 2010a, 55-58).
It remained popular throughout the 1630s but declined after 1640. As mentioned
above, this scene was adopted by painters active in other cities and there –
particularly in Utrecht and Delft – it continued well into the 1660s.
As we have seen above, the existence of D. Witting was finally established
and his small oeuvre firmly crystallized around a painting depicting Two gentlemen
playing backgammon in an interior (see Figure 4), which is signed D.WITTING f and
dated 1630.
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Figure 4. D. Witting: Two gentlemen playing backgammon in an interior. 1630, oil on panel, 46.7
x 63 cm, sale, London, Christie's, 20/4/2005, lot 26, illustrated.

The painting depicts a room with two men standing in profile, facing each other
across a table and playing backgammon. A boy – probably a page – is standing in
the back right. An overcoat has been thrown on a chair next to the man on the
right, and a wide-brimmed hat is lying on a chair next to the man on the left.15 In
its iconography and style, the Two gentlemen playing backgammon in an interior
by Witting is similar to Willem Duyster’s The backgammon players (see Figure 5)
painted about five years earlier.
This painting also includes two men seen in profile facing each other as
they play backgammon. Here too the game board is set on the table between
them, covered with an oriental rug, and additional figures are standing in the back.
The backgammon players (see Figure 5) by Duyster precedes Witting's Two
gentlemen playing backgammon in an interior (see Figure 4), suggesting that
Witting was familiar with Duyster and his work.

15

At some point an anonymous painter added to this painting a map hanging on the back wall, a
door leading to a furnished room in the back and a window in the left wall. These two stages are
both known from photographs at the RKD, see https://rkd.nl/explore/images/68536.
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Figure 5. Willem Duyster: The backgammon players. C. 1625, oil on oval canvas, 30.5x40 cm,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. SK-A-1427.

The guardroom scene was invented in Amsterdam in the late 1620s in the circle
of Pieter Codde and Willem Duyster, and Witting’s presentation of his young
draughtsman drawing in a room with a guardroom scene resting on the easel
brings him even closer to these two painters. It is therefore worthwhile to look
carefully at the guardroom scene within Witting's A boy drawing in a painter's
studio (see Figure 6).
It depicts two soldiers facing each other in profile, crouching over a drum
and playing dice or cards. A third soldier is seen in the right background standing
at the threshold of an open door. The room seems to include further details and
props. It is not clear whether the guardroom scene on the easel is a specific
painting – I have thus far been unable to match it with any of the known
guardroom scenes; in any case, it is strikingly similar to a guardroom scene by
Pieter Potter (see Figure 7).
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Figure 6. D. Witting: A boy drawing in a painter's studio. Detail: The panel with the guardroom
scene.

Figure 7. Pieter Potter: Guardroom scene. Oil on panel, 21x28.5 cm, sale, Amsterdam, Sotheby's,
9/5/2006, lot 32, illustrated.
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This guardroom scene too depicts soldiers gathered around a drum for a game of
dice: three crouch over the drum, two hold pipes in their hands while a fourth
soldier relieves himself in the back. The similarities between the guardroom scene
in Witting's painting and that by Potter reinforces the connection between Witting
and the circle of painters around Pieter Codde. The motif of the soldier standing
in the doorway is strongly reminiscent of a guardroom scene by Pieter Quast,16
whose contribution will be discussed below. Codde, Duyster, Potter and Quast
painted guardroom scenes in Amsterdam during the late 1620s and the 1630s, as
did Witting, at least on one occasion (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. D. Witting: Guardroom scene. Oil on panel, details and whereabouts unknown.

His guardroom scene depicts a group of soldiers sitting in an interior and playing
cards around a barrel. An officer stands to the right and looks at one of his soldiers,
who reveals his cards to him. The right side of the interior features an elaborate
display of military items: pieces of armor, boots, a holster, a drum and a company
flag. The officer, facing left in profile, is resting one hand on a walking stick while
keeping the other tucked behind his back. This exact posture is found in a few
guardroom scenes by Pieter Quast and Pieter Potter, and this officer is particularly

16

See Pieter Quast: Guardroom scene, 1639, oil on panel, 34x43.5 cm, whereabouts unknown
(Maarseveen et al 1998, 347).
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similar to his counterpart standing in the center of a guardroom scene by Potter
located in a castle (see Figure 9).17

Figure 9. Pieter Potter: Guardroom scene. Oil on panel, 46.2x69.5 cm, sale, Amsterdam, Christie’s,
14/11/1991, lot 197, illustrated.

The life-size mannequin seen in Witting's A boy drawing in a painter's studio (see
Figure 1) is a rare detail, and as far as we know appears only once again in a 17thcentury Dutch painting.18 Not surprisingly, the other case is a painting by Simon
Kick (see Figure 10), yet another guardroom scene painter from Amsterdam active
in the first half of the 17th-century.

17

For other examples in the work of Pieter Potter, see Guardroom scene, 1634, oil on panel, 44x66
cm, sale, Cologne, Lempertz, 27/6/1974, lot 195, illustrated; Guardroom scene, 1633, oil on panel,
42x52.5 cm, sale March of Tweeddale et al., London, Sotheby’s, 13/12/1978, lot 81, illustrated;
Prisoners pleading with an officer, 1646, oil on panel, 44x59 cm, sale, Paris, Hubert le Blanc,
24/9/1997, lot 16, illustrated. For Pieter Quast, see A company playing cards, oil on panel, 44x46
cm, sale, Amsterdam, Christie's, 20/11/2013, lot 70, illustrated. See also Pieter Quast: Guardroom
scene, 1640, oil on panel, 73x106 cm, Karlsruhe, Staatliche Kunsthalle, inv. no. 1805; Peasants and
soldiers by a campfire, 1639, oil on panel, 37.8x45.8 cm, sale, Amsterdam, Sotheby's, 11/11/1997,
lot 63, illustrated; Guardroom scene, oil on panel, 46x52.5 cm, sale, Vienna, Dorotheum, 1314/4/1943, lot 109. For a similar figure in a merry company by Quast, see Merry company, oil on
panel, 49x36.5 cm, Budapest, Museum of Fine Arts, inv. no. 71.20.
18
Small mannequins are quite common in 17th-century Dutch painting. A typical example would be
Werner van der Valckert's Portrait of a sculptor with a mannequin, 1624, oil on panel, 82.7x57.5
cm, Louisville (Kentucky), The Speed Art Museum, inv. no. 1963.29.
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Figure 10. Simon Kick: Artist in his studio. C. 1645-50, oil on panel, 92x69.5 cm, Dublin, National
Gallery of Ireland, inv. no. 834.

The painting by Kick depicts a painter standing in the left foreground before an
easel and painting the portrait of a man sitting in front of him and holding a roemer
in his hand. Kick’s painting, like those by Witting and Codde, shows a keen interest
in the world of the studio and in the painter's proficiency. The painting by Kick is
dated roughly between 1645 and 1650 and therefore Witting's use of the
mannequin certainly predates that of Kick.
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As already mentioned above, Witting's A boy drawing in a painter's studio
includes another interesting little panel depicting a full-length figure of a standing
man (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. D. Witting: A boy drawing in a painter's studio. Detail: The panel with full length figure.

This type of painting was known as a costume study (Kostümstudie in German) or
a fashionable figure (modefiguur in Dutch). It bears a striking similarity to a series
of small panels by Pieter Quast depicting a single figure standing in full length. The
one in the Rijksmuseum (see Figure 12)19 depicts an officer holding a walking stick
and striking an elegant pose.

19

Although the painting bears the signature WB, thought to be by Willem Bartsius but apparently
alluding to Willem Buytewech, I accept the attribution of this painting to Quast made by M. C. de
Kinkelder. See https://rkd.nl/explore/images/24528.
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Figure 12. Pieter Quast: A standing officer. Oil on panel, 38.5x29 cm, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum,
inv. no. SK-A-2214.

He wears a jerkin held with a blue sash, breeches, cavalier's boots, a gorget, a tie
and a wide-brimmed hat decorated with an ostrich feather. In the back a soldier
is seated smoking by a military drum while another stands nearby. Quast’s
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series,20 which consists of small panels of about 35 cm in height and 25 cm in
width,21 includes the figures of an officer or a cavalier, the latter being sometimes
part of a pendant with a matching painting of an elegant woman in full length. He
is one of the only painters to produce a significant number of this type of paintings,
although occasional examples by other painters are known too.22 These small
paintings seem to be studies conceived as part of a larger process that also yielded
many prints of fashionable figures after designs by Quast (see Figure 13).23
For example, Salomon Savery's print after Quast depicts an officer standing
in an open landscape while in the background soldiers are pillaging a church,
gathering booty and taking prisoners. This event accords with Quast's interest in
the mercenary world and with his contribution to the guardroom scene formula.
It seems that Witting included the Quast-like panel because, as a figure and
costume study, it would be perfect within a representation of The art of painting.

20

See also Pieter Quast: Standing man, oil on panel, 39x27 cm, sale, Paris, Hotel Drouot, 8/11/1928,
lot 16, illustrated, as by Jacob Ducq; Standing cavalier, oil on panel, 45x33.3 cm, sale, Martigny
(Switzerland), Galerie Du Rhone, 6/6/2010, lot 1137, illustrated; Standing man, oil on panel,
41x23.2 cm, sale, South Kensington, Christie’s, 2/7/1997, lot 401, illustrated, as circle of Pieter
Quast; Standing man, oil on panel, 44.4x31.7 cm, Misses Rachel F. and Jean I. Alexander collection,
London, 1953. For pendants by Quast, see Standing woman and Standing man, 1622, oil on panel,
42.3x28.3 cm each, sale, Paris, Binoche et Giquello, 2/12/2011, lot 4, illustrated; Lady wearing an
orange silk dress and Cavalier wearing cream with yellow stockings and shoes, oil on panel, 35x24
cm each, Sale Arquint, London, Sotheby's, 8/7/2004, lots 266-267, illustrated.
21
These paintings are sometimes taken to be either portraits or genre presentations: a painting in
the National Gallery, London, for example, is considered a genre presentation in line with Quast's
guardroom scenes; Pieter Quast: A standing man, oil on panel, 34.9x23.5 cm, London, National
Gallery, inv. no. 6410 (MacLaren & Brown 1991, 318).
22
Another painter who produced quite a significant number of this type of small single figures is
Jacob van der Merck. One such painting is thought to be a Portrait of Frederik Hendrik van OranjeNassau (1584-1647), oil on panel, 41.2x26 cm, previously in the Viscount Ridley collection, GreatBritain. See also Standing woman, with its pendant depicting a Standing Man, both oil on panel,
36x27.5 cm, previously in the Van Limburg Stirum collection, The Netherlands; Standing man, oil
on panel, 42x27.5, previously in the collection of Dr. L. D. van Hengel, Arnhem; The yellow lady, oil
on panel, 40x25.2 cm, Kassel, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, inv. no. GK 220. For an example by
another painter, see Laurence Neter: Standing soldier, 1637, oil on panel, 30.2x24 cm, sale, New
York, Christie’s, 23/5/1997, lot 50, illustrated.
23
See also Pieter Quast: Man in a fashionable outfit, engraving on paper, 141x94 mm, Amsterdam,
Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. RP-P-1879-A-3450. When Figure 12 was exhibited in the Burlington
House in 1952, it was attributed to Willem Buytewech, although it is clearly signed by Quast. This
misattribution is due to the fact that both artists specialized in preparing designs for series of prints
depicting fashionably dressed single figures (Gowing 1953, 52). See also above note 19.
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Figure 13. Salomon Savery after Pieter Quast: Standing officer. Etching and engraving on paper,
143x103 mm, Amsterdam, Rijksprentenkabinet, inv. no. RP-P-OB-5531.

The fact that D. Witting's work is mentioned in written sources, the fact that some
of them are signed either partially or wholly by his hand, the fact that they display
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a uniform style and a limited selection of subject matter point to the fact that his
assembled oeuvre is solid albeit small.
Witting’s work reveals a close affinity with the group of painters around
Pieter Codde and particularly with that of the painters from Amsterdam. It seems
that, like them, he was active in Amsterdam during the second quarter of the 17th
century. Also like them, Witting manifested a high level of self-awareness,
especially in A boy drawing in a painter's studio (see Figure 1) – which seems to be
his take on the topic of The art of painting. Like them he was a figure painter who
specialized in guardroom and brothel scenes, and like Pieter Potter he occasionally
painted still lifes. I believe, therefore, that D. Witting should be included in what I
have termed “The Codde Group”. Since this is a small group of 17th-century Dutch
painters who invented and developed a new type of genre painting, it is significant
to be able to include another painter in this group.
As Witting seems to belong to the same generation as this group of
painters but seems to have been more of a follower, I can cautiously infer that he
was a bit younger than them and was probably born around 1610. Since there is
no evidence to suggest that Witting was active after 1640, I tend to agree with
Meijer and surmise that Witting probably died at a young age (Meijer 1994, 325).
I hope that my effort to highlight an obscure painter such as D. Witting will
help to further underscore the important contribution of painters of his stature to
painting as a whole in the Dutch Golden Age. The loss of the records of the
Amsterdam painters’ guild may prevent us from ever learning more about D.
Witting, but we can hope that sometime in the future a new painting might
resurface and shed more light on this intriguing painter and his milieu.
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L’obscur D. Witting et l’art de la peinture à Amsterdam aux années
1630
Le présent article discute un peintre néerlandais peu connu du 17e siècle,
D. Witting, dont on ne connaît que l’initiale de son prénom et dont l’œuvre
compte au total six peintures. Nous nous concentrons sur sa peinture Un
garçon dessinant dans un studio de peintre (huile sur panneau, 39x50 cm,
chez le marchand F. Stöcklin, Bâle, 1942). Nous démontrons clairement que
tous les détails de cette peinture trahissent une ressemblance à des
peintures de Pieter Codde et de membres du cercle de celui-ci. L’analyse de
la peinture donne une date vers 1630-1635 et montre clairement que
Witting était associé à ce que nous appelons ici « le groupe Codde, » actif à
Amsterdam pendant le deuxième quart du 17e siècle. Nous éclairons
davantage ce groupe et son iconographie, nous plaçons Witting à
Amsterdam, et nous confirmons son oeuvre si peu connue.

De onbekende D. Witting en de Amsterdamse schilderskunst rond
1630
Het onderwerp van dit artikel is de weinig bekende zeventiende-eeuwse
Nederlandse schilder D. Witting, wiens volledige voornaam onbekend is en
wiens kleine oeuvre uit slecht zes schilderijen bestaat. Uitgaand van zijn
schilderij Een jongen schilderend in een schildersstudio (olieverf op paneel,
39x50 cm, kunsthandelaar F. Stöcklin, Basel, 1942). Het artikel laat zien dat
elk detail in dit schilderij overeenkomst vertoont met vergelijkbare
schilderijen van Pieter Codde en schilders uit diens kring. Een nadere
analyse leidt tot een datering in de periode ca. 1630-1635 en levert
bewijsmateriaal voor een connective met tussen Witting en de zogenaamde
“Codde-groep”, die actief was in Amsterdam in het tweede kwartaal van de
zeventiende eeuw. Het artikel werpt nieuw licht op deze groep en haar
iconografie, plaatst Witting in Amsterdam en vestigt de aandacht op zijn
weinig bekende oeuvre.
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The go-to introduction to Dutch society and culture, in the English language, used
to be The Netherlands in perspective by W. Shetter – a classic which saw multiple
editions between 1987 and 2002. With a structure reminiscent of Shetter’s book
– twenty-some discrete chapters on various topics – Discovering the Dutch, first
published in 2010, now assumes its place as chief guide to anyone interested in
Dutch society today. Only four years after the initial publication, the editors have
seen fit to release a “revised and enlarged” edition (2014), which is the volume
under review here.
Despite its relatively small population and size, the Netherlands does
attract, it seems, an outsized degree of international attention. Perhaps it’s due to
the host of idiosyncrasies: a country half-below sea level and leading the world in
water-management innovation. Maybe it’s the breathtaking cultural and
technological achievements of the Dutch Golden Age? Possibly it’s that Dutch mix
of social permissiveness coexisting with high-functioning social institutions. Is it
the inspiring bicycle culture? Or maybe the romantic obsession with ice skating?
Whatever the case, Discovering the Dutch addresses all the aforementioned traits
of the Dutch and much more. It separates itself from popular favorites found in
airport bookstores, such as The UnDutchables, which – as entertaining as they are
– focus superficially on the “strangeness” of the Dutch. Discovering the Dutch is an
academic collection of essays, each written by experts in the respective areas. The
volume represents an impressive collaborative effort at the University of Utrecht,
which is not only the home institution of the editors, but also – by my count – of
all but one of the 30 contributors.
The investiture of the new monarch in 2013 was likely a chief catalyst for
the speedy new edition. The opening chapter, “Citizens, coalitions, and the
Crown”, accordingly, has updated the text as well as the photo of Queen Máxima
(the absence of a photo of the king, Willem Alexander, remains curiously odd). But
this chapter, authored by one of the volume’s editors, Emmeline Besamusca,
features revisions reflecting shifting trends in the parliamentary political system
itself. It is telling, in fact, that a new section heading in the chapter reads “From
stability to volatility” (replacing the earlier “Changes and continuity”). Whereas
radically declining allegiance to political parties was unmistakably evident at the
writing of the 2010 edition, diminished party loyalty is now an accepted fact.
Furthermore, the rise of personality politics in the Netherlands has reshaped
election campaigns. And the torch of populist politics – ignited in the early 2000s
by Pim Fortuyn – continues to be carried by Geert Wilders (People’s Freedom
Party) who is fueling what seems to be a permanent discontent with the political
establishment.
The general division of the book is virtually the same as in the first edition,
with sections on Society, History, Arts & Culture, and Contemporary issues. There
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has been some benign (but unexplained) shuffling of chapters between sections,
the most curious of which is the movement of “Religious diversification or
secularizations” from “Contemporary issues” to the section on “History”. More
significantly, four new chapters expand this revised edition. Here’s a look.
A chapter on language has been added – addressing an unfortunate
omission in the earlier edition. Marjo van Koppen gives a fine overview of the
general and linguistic properties of Dutch, its geographical, standard and dialect
variants, as well as its historical development. The chapter’s final section on the
Global scale of Dutch is, however, puzzlingly short, and the chapter ends with
strange abruptness: “Also, in a wider global context, the Dutch language seems to
be of increasing importance in the cultural awareness of Dutch” (245). The reader
wishes for an example or two to substantiate this intriguing claim.
In the first section, on “Society”, Paul Schnabel asks how distinctive the
Netherlands is in the global field. His approach is a two-pronged inquiry: how
unique is the Netherlands and are the Dutch becoming more unique or more like
the rest of the world? Supplying international statistics, he shows the Netherlands
in a comparative light. Sure, there is plenty of uniqueness, but the evidence shows,
Schnabel argues, a Netherlands that is ultimately becoming less unique and more
like the rest of us. Particularly, the type of social compartmentalization –
commonly called verzuiling or its awkward English translation “pillarization” – is
now significantly devolved. Shedding another common misconception (at least
from a North American viewpoint) Schnabel asserts that the Netherlands is
essentially becoming a more conservative country – driven in part by a Dutch fear
of losing their prosperity.
Another new chapter – by Gert Oostindie, titled “From colonial past to
postcolonial present” – reflects the current sense of historical identity in the
Netherlands. Being Dutch increasingly involves recognition of the legacy of Dutch
colonialism – a past that can no longer be conveniently ignored. A prime example
is the legacy of Dutch involvement in slavery. Various recent anniversaries, new
monuments, and head-of-state visits to former colonies have brought this to the
fore. Oostindie treats the topic laudably, with analysis beyond the facts, noting for
example the careful avoidance of “apology” in official expressions of remorse.
Apologies, after all, tend to invite retroactive legal ramifications of reparation.
Oostindie’s account of the vastly different colonial experiences is also
excellent. The nature of colonization in the east (Indonesia or the East Indies) was
considerably different than in the west (the Antilles and Suriname), and the lasting
impact has differed as well. “[…] on most accounts, culturally, the Dutch impact
[on Indonesia] resembles a scratch on a rock” (136). Not so in the west. Oostindie’s
discussion of decolonization helpfully describes just how complex (and undesired
by the Antilles themselves) a break away from the Kingdom of the Netherlands
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actually is. To this day, the primary option has been “autonomy within the
kingdom”. The chapter’s final sections on postcolonial migrations and on the
consequences of such migrations for Dutch society are essential reading towards
an understanding of the formation of the present-day multicultural society in the
Netherlands.
A new chapter on “The double bind of television” explains how TV is
situated in and has emerged from the particular arrangements of Dutch culture
(verzuiling, again). It also highlights the remarkable extent to which the Dutch
have become gigantic exporters of and developers of television formats. The
reality-concept Big Brother is a prime example.
While some chapters have been radically rewritten, such as the one on
“Idealism and self-interest in the world,” most of the other chapters contain only
minor revisions to their original versions. On the whole, the 24 chapters give
excellent introductions to complex topics. Two topics come immediately to mind:
Dutch tolerance and the Dutch welfare state. Wijnand Mijnhardt’s “Tradition of
tolerance” makes a careful historical case for both the principled and pragmatic
nature of famed Dutch tolerance – with the pragmatics playing a larger role than
often touted. This contingent nature of tolerance makes for Mijnhardt’s somber
realism about the present state of tolerance in the current, early decades of
twenty-first-century Netherlands.
As for the welfare state: the topic has received significant international
attention in recent years, due in large measure to the popular writing on the
Netherlands by American journalist Russell Shorto. It’s not an exaggeration to say
that Shorto’s writings on the Netherlands – and on Amsterdam in particular – have
reached a larger readership (through publications such as the New York Times)
than all of the book-length introductions to the Netherlands put together. Lex
Heerma van Voss cleverly nods to this reality and deftly weaves Shorto’s
observations into his explanation of the “Dilemmas of the Welfare State”.
All in all, the revised version of Discovering the Dutch is an improvement
on the original. Not many of the dozens of colored photos have changed, but two
improvements are worth noting. A diagram of the Dutch education system has
now been added (p. 262), providing an essential visual aid for any outsider trying
to comprehend the system. And the cover photo – an areal view of Amsterdam’s
Bloemengracht and Prinsengracht – is improved. The shot is the same, but the
current edition gives it day-lit during spring/summer, as opposed to the fall/winter
nocturnal view on the original cover.
This edition is “enlarged”, but a book like this can only expand so much.
The new material has added 50 pages, even while simultaneously shrinking the
font type to the point of near discomfort for the reader. The volume is at once
handsomely classy – with heavy glossy paper – and annoyingly heavy – a
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paperback weighing .75 kilograms. As a reference work, that’s fine, but the foreign
traveler to the Netherlands will think twice before schlepping such a hefty tome
in his or her luggage. Perhaps the publisher will consider a lighter, more travelfriendly edition in the future.
Regarding content, the revised Discovering the Dutch is, for its genre, so
comprehensive and thorough that it hardly invites criticism. Given its assemblage
of 24 separate chapters and different authors, the reader will not expect a central
theme in the narrative. And yet, again and again in differing chapters, the thread
that emerges is the changing nature of Dutch society and culture, as the social
arrangements that so thoroughly marked the 20th century disappear. Verzuiling –
with all its virtues of principled pluralism and its vices of tribal siloing – is still the
rough social framework in place, even though it’s simultaneously hollowed out.
Which new social arrangements will continue to fill the vacuum is the pervasive
question that makes for a Dutch society that feels caught in the sweep of a grand
transition. This new edition of Discovering the Dutch helps us see that reality even
more clearly.
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